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HEAUTH CARE REFORM

MEETINGS
Local public agencies which
will conduct meetings this
week include:

: SOUTHWEST
ELEMENTARY
..Southwest Elementary
School will be having another
primary program- easessment
meeting to gather input from
parents on Thursday. May 27,
from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the
school's cafeteria.
CITY COUNCIL
•The Murray City Council
will meet in regular session at
7:30 p.m. Thursday, May 27,
in the council chambers at city
hall.

NOTICE
•Mur-ray High School
seniors will graduate tonight in
Lovett Auditorium. Commencement exercises begin at
8 p.m.
*Customers ol the No. -;
Water District are advised the
district will conduct flushing
of lines • Thursday. May 27,
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Customers should not wash
clothes during this time. Some
water discoloration or air in
the lines inay occui-Offidik
said opening lines and allowing water to run for several
minutes wilt correct those
problems.
•Murray State University
administrative offices will be
closed May 31 for Memorial
Day. The summer work schedule will begin June I-Aug.
13. Hours will be from 7:30
a in. to 4 p.m. Summer classes
begin June 1 at which time
residence halls will open at 8
.M. and registration will run
iron] 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.

FORECAST
Tonight, becoming clear. Low
around 50. Light north wind.
Wednesday. sunny and pleasant. High 75 to 80.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY — 69'
358.7, -0.3: below 307.7, -1.1
BARKLEY — 70°
359.0, -0.1; below 308.1. -0.8
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Timcs by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
•

•

•

Clinton refuses to scale back
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Clinton has decided not to
heed economic advisers who
wanted him to significantly scale
back the basic package of health
benefits he has promised all
Americans,' an administration
official says.
Instead. Clinton has given- a
firm commitment to a broad benefits package, with improvements
for most Americans in such areas
as immunizations, mammograms
and regular checkups for healthy
children, the official said
Monday.
"The scope of services is comprehensive and better than what
tniost) people have today."
added the official, who spoke
only condition of anonymity.
The White House canceled a
meeting Monday night at which
Clinton and his advisers' were to
have grappled with how to pay

for health -reform. Clinton
decided to concentrate for now
on pushing his budget bill
through the House.
But last Thursday night, Clinton decided against going with a
stripped down benefit package
proposed by some economic
advisers who wanted to soften the
impact of reform on business, the
source said.
la outside
A health care
he was told
the White House s
Clinton opted for "the more
generous, more comprehensive
benefit package, although perhaps
with a little higher cost-sharing."
The expert also asked not to be
identified.
The administration source
declined to specify how much
Clinton %%ould ask people to pay.
and cora% mews
in . dc..duc ii hICS
for their insurance.
But their out-ot-pos.ket costs

Aloha!

will vary _depending on _whether.
they choose to enroll in costconscious health maintenance
organizations or insist on keeping
fee-for-service :nrangements with
their doctbrs, the incial said.
Ron Pollack, executive director
of Families USA. an advocacy
group lobbying for health care
reform, said the Clinton package
"will be more protective than
what the overwhelming majority
of people have today."
"People won't have.,to worry
if 'they have the wrong accident
or disease that they are going to
be financially devastated," Pollack said.
Families USA was organi/ing
a closed-door meeting with Hillary Rodhain Clinton today for
several . hundred representat ISCS
tii k.011S11111,1 ..'1.0up. being wooed

State Senate may
change hospital tax
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Some senators appear inclined to cut
from $120 million to $90 million the amount of money set aside to
pay hospitals for indigent care under a provider tax before the General Assembly.
The tax on health-care providers is the only substantive issue
remaining before the special session of the General Assembly, but
"
it is not proving to be as simple as originally thought.
The House last week passed the tax of 2Y2 percent on hospital,
and 2 percent on all other providers with a clause that hospitals
would get at least $120 million of the money to repay them for
caring for the poor.
But the state Department of Medicaid Services estimated that it
cost hospitals $70 million to $80 million to pay for indigent care in
1992.
Sen. Mike Moloney, D-Lexington, said Monday that hospitals
should be able to get by with $90 million per year.
Some other senators, though, attackid the idea of a new provider
tax at all. The state now has a tax, but the federal government has
said it is a sham designed only to get more federal Medicaid matching funds. And the tax must be changed by July I or the state will
lose about S200 million from state tax dollars and about $450 million in federal funds that make up a substantial part of the S-;
billion Medicaid budget next year.
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, D-Hindman, said the state could cut the
amount of money it pays to providers to make up the difference
III TURN TO PAGE 2

II TURN TO PAGE 2

WHERE DO I SIGN?

CCHS students will
earn credit in Hawaii
By AMY WILSON
Murray Ledger & Times Staff _Writer

When six high school students
and a teacher team up together
for a trip- to Hawaii June 8-24,
plans for exploring the ocean
become a reality.
Stephanie Wyatt, biology
teacher at Calloway County High
School, is extremely excited that
she and her students have the

Americans live," Wyatt said.
The trip is part of a marine-scienee seminar sponsored h%
Hawaii Preparatory Academy .
Calloway High participated in a
similar program in 1978. This
year, Calloway students hase
filled six of the 187 positions
ot feted.
Studentc. who are going on the
trip are Peter O'Rourke. Aaron
Swain. Melody. Parker. Jay Hemm

"I want to bring back a grass skirt and see Ms.
Wyatt hula dance."
-- Jay Herndon
opportunity to get some hands-on
experience that cannot be
obtained in a classroom.
"I want my students to learn
the basics and fundamentals of
marine biology. If I get one student more interested in it, that's
my goal. We will get to see a different culture and how -other

'don. Mike Enoch, sophomores.
and Jason Neale, junior.
"Every year, I have students
who ate very interested in marine
biology," Wyatt said. "Because
of all the things we have to teach.
we are able to spend only a short

STACEY CROOKLodger & Twies photo

Charles Windsor,(left) and Keys keel man the voter registration hook at the Precinct 9 poll at the
University Church of Christ and show William Farris (far right) where to sign before casting his
ballot at 7 a.m. this morning. The polls will be open until 6 p.m. Voting appeared moderate to
heavy in all precincts.

TURN TO PAGE 2

Clinton questions White House use of FBI in firings
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton today distanced himself from the latest furor over the
firing of seven travel office
employees, saying he was not
involved in the decision to get
the FBI involved on the White
House's. behalf. •
"I had nothing to do with any
decision, accept to save the taxpayers and the press money,"
Clinton said.
"The only thing I know is we
made a decision to save the taxpayers and press money. That's
all I know," Clinton told reporters before a meeting with House
leaders on his troubled economic

package. The travel office coordinates trips for the president,
administration officials and the
White House press corps. •
Harry Thomason, a Hollywood
pal of Clinton with a financial
interest in the •air travel business,
said today he complained to Clinton about the White House travel
office, hut was not specific. He
said he told Clinton, "I'm not
going to worry you about it"
and passed the complaints to a
Clinton aide.
The White House is being
accused of using the FBI for
political cover to justify the
firings.

•

White House officials on Monday acknowledged. taking the
highly unusual step of summoning an FBI official last week and
asking him to issue a news
release saying criminal investigation of the seven workers was
warranted. White House officials
helped prepare the statement.
Attorney General Janet Reno,
according to a published report
today, was said to be angered that
the FBI was brought into the case
without her knowledge, in violation of an administration policy
designed to shield the bureau
Irom
Traditionally. the FBI does not

comment on matters under
investigation.
Clinton referred questions
about the FBI's role to Chief of
Staff Mack McLarty, who was
not immediately available for
comment. Press Secretary Dee
Dee Myers canceled her regular
morning briefing today for the
third day in a row. White House
briefings have been contentious
since the controversy broke last
week.
On Monday, White House
spokesman George Stephanopoulos said that, "We wanted to
make sure that the facts were
clarified" on allegations of finan-

cial mismanagement b) officials
ot the travel office.
But Senate Mmorits I.cader
Bob Dole. R -Kan., said it
appeared to tw an abuse ot prose
cutorial power, and he demanded
an explanation from Reno and
FBI Director William Sessions.
'This latest 'guitt by press
release' caper would make members of the old Soviet KGB swell
with pride,' Dole said iiia
Senate speech.
The Washington Post in
today's editions quoted Reno as
saying she never had been told
II TURN TO PAGE 2

Happy Birthday!

TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

Local post office celebrates 150th

CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday -Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section

Thc Murray Post (Alice will
celebrate its 150th anniversary
with an Open House and Customer Appretiatum Day fnim I-;
pm Sunday. June 6 at the post
office.
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Local News Roundup

•CCHS students...
students who are looking forward
"I feel comfortable knowing
to
seeing Hawaii and learning
we can all snorkel, thanks to
about
marine life. The teacher is
to
had
all
Ross," Wyatt said. "We
purchase snorkeling equipment also counting the days until
departure.
for the class."
"I am so excited," Wyau said.
in
began
trip
Plans for the
October and the students began "This is my first time to go. I
working on fundraisers to get want everyone to know that! am
enough money to help cut the learning too. I am looking forward to learning and participating
41 the trip.
much as theyare! What really
•Jas
--We sold candy, Stanley prome about the trip is that 1
excites
and
Day
Earth
for
trees
ducts,
have
always
had a love for the
wrapped presents at K-Mart for
and
ocean
the
beach. It is so
Christmas," O'Rourke said. "The
trip is fairly expensive so we had exciting to have the students
to do something to keep the cost participate."
"I am looking forward to
down. I think the trip is a - gre,at
opportunity and I want to sec a snorkeling, getting to sec all kinds of fish and stuff. I don't
shark — a big one."
know
much about marine biolothe
On this trip, it is not just
gy, but being in Hawaii will
make it. fun," Parker said.
"Instead of just hearing or reading about it, we actually get to
experience
it."
For Personal and Professional Attention
From Your Honsetown.

FROM PAGE 1
time stud)ing it. Now, we can
spcnd 17 days learning marine
biology, maybe touch a dolphin.
The trip will help us appreciate
the ocean and its value."
• "1 think it will be a learning
experience," Swain said. "I'd like
to scc a dolphin."
The students will take classes
taught by - college instructors. mthe mornings and then head to the
beach and snorkel for lab work.
They will earn a high school
semester credit in marine
biology.
The group was given a preparatory lesson in snorkeling by
Ross Mcloan of Murray State
University.

Lexington Bound?

Glenda Culver Mazurka (Smith)

trAftl

Broker, GRI, Certified Residential Specialist
8 years in Murray and 8 years in Lexington
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The David L. Harrington Family

"I've never been to Hawaii
before and I am interested in seeing the sights,' Neale said.
"Experiencing the lifc style of
the Hawaiians is what I am looking forward to," Enoch said.
"I want to bring a grass skirt
back and see Ms. Wyatt hula
dance," Herndon said.
In addition tortirploring marine
life, the group will get the opportunity to visit the sights of
Hawaii such as the Arizona
Memorial at Pearl Harbor, Kalapane Black Sand Beach and the
volcanoes.
The students selected designs
for a tee-shirt that they will have
to remember their trip.
For Wyatt, the trip will be captured permanently — on film.
"I have 25 rolls of film with 36
exposures each," she said. "We
will have slides made also."

II State senate...
FROM PAGE 1

AMBULANCE, CAR COLLIDE AT INTERSECTION

According to reports from the Murray Police Department, at 12:37 p.m. May
24, a Murray-Calloway County ambulance, operated by Douglas Allen, was
westbound on Sycamore going to an emergency call and was starting to
make a left turn on U.S. 641 S. when the ambulance and a northbound car,
driven by Paula Grammer, 32, Big Sandy, Tenn., collided in the intersection
Reports indicated Grammer was in the left lane and a tractor-trailer was in
the right lane when the vehicles approached the intersection. Allen. Grammer and passengers in the Grammer vehicle, Charles, 35, and April, 7, were
all transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital where they were all
treated and released. Grammer was cited for no insurance

III Clinton questions...
FROM PAGE 1
that the White House had called
the FBI into the case nor had she
seen the bureau's statement.
Reno said she telephoned
White House Counsel Bernard
Nussbaum on Friday and told him
"it would have been better to
have gone through the attorney
general's office."
Questions about the FBI's
involvement were the latest twist
in a week of embarrassing developments that the White House
would like to forget, from the
president's S200 haircut to bickering among Democrats over the
president's economic program.
"The president was disappointed in the week, I mean,
there's no question about that,"
Stephanopoulos - said. "I don't
think anybody's happy when
things don't go the way you want
them to go."
On the haircut issue, Stephanopoulos reversed himself and acknowledged that two runways at
Los Angeles International Airport
were shut down when Air Force
One's takeoff was delayed while
the president sat on the plane and
got his hair trimmed by a Beverly
Hills hair dresser a week ago.
"The president had asked if
the runways were being closed
and he was told they weren't,".
Stephanopoulos said. "Unfortunately they were. And we regret
this and it's not going to happen
again."

"If we cut $600 million out of
the budget, nobody in Kentucky
would know if except the providers," Bailey said.
Moloney said he would have
killed the bill except that the state
would have to pay $100,000 to
each Kentucky hospital if a new
tax is not imposed.
Another looming issue in the
tax debate is whether the Cabinet
for Human Resources should be
able to change the tax rate without legislative approval.
The federal government has
said Kentucky can raise only 31.6
percent of its Medicaid contribution 'from a provider tax.
Medicaid Commissioner Janie
Miller told the Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee
Monday that the current tax rate
would not raise enough money to
reach the federal cap.
The new tax would apply to
more providers than the current
tax.
"Maybe not any-of us arc sure
how much the tax would raise," FROM PAGE 1
Miller said.
to support the administration's
Kentucky doctors repeated plan.
their opposition to a provider tax.
The Clinton package, due to be
Dr. Ardis Hoven, a Lexington unveiled in mid-June, will cover
internist and president-elect of a wide range of health services,
the Kentucky Medical Associa- from hospitalization to doctor
tion, called it a "selective incom- bills to prescription drugs.
e tax."
AFL-CIO President Lane KirkHoven said the KMA prefers a land said Monday that organized
broader tax to support Medicaid, labor remains adamantly opposed
such as extending the sales tax to to taxing employee health beneservices or increasing the tax on fits to help pay for health reforni.
cigarettes and alcoholic
The White House is still
beverages.
weighing whether to make people
Moloney, the committee chair- with the richest health benefits
man, noted that $400 million per pay income taxes on part of
year is put into Medicaid from them. Clinton's health advisers
General Fund tax money:
have pushed for a package so
"What you're asking for as far generous that relatively few peoas an integrated tax program ple would be hit by such a tax.
already exists," Moloney said.
Kirkland made clear that labor

II Clinton refuses...

BUSINESS COUNCIL FOR THL ARTS
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce

presents

—THE ANNUAL—

Jackson Purchase

ibte
(Seated)Pat Harrington, works as a freelance reporter and a court reporter for Calloway Circu't Court;
(R. to L.) Liz Harrington, plays baritone in high school band,speaks French,and loves 4-H trips; Lynda
Harrington, plays trombone in middle school band, trains in Tae Kwon Do, and enjoys church youth
activities; Kim Harrington, looks forward to being in band next year, trains in Tae Kwon Do,and likes
basketball; and David Harnngthn, wait! WHERE'S DAVID?

Well, if it's during office hours and its Monday, he's in court and then in the
office. If its Tuesday, he's in court and then in the office. Ifit's Wednesday, he's
in the office and then in court. If it's Thursday, he is either in court for trials or
in the office. If it's Friday, he's in court for bench and jury trials. And if he's not
in the office and he is not in court,then he is in a meeting or somewhere talking

June 5 and 6, 1993
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday
To Be Held In

KENLAKE STATE RESORT PARK
Highway 94 and US ftS and KY 80
For more information P0 Box 190, Murray, KY 42071 (502)753-5171

IREL LNTLRTAINNILNT • PARKING: SI

to people.

If its after office hours or its Saturday, he is in the office or at a meeting or at
the emergency room taking statements or at one of the three local law
enforcement agencies or on the telephone or somewhere listening to people.
And if it's Sunday, well, he's resting. Unless....
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Re-Elect

SM
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101
11/

Eldla

ECM:Hal

LIE

* County Attorney *
He Knows That Work And Crtnw
Do Not Stop at 5:00.
%mi. b.

To report local news

Call

IMMO

It was obvious that political
damage -control efforts were
under way. -James Carville, the
president's top political strategist
during the campaign, was spotted
at the White House, along with
other media and polling
specialists.
The travel office employees
were fired last Wednesday,
accused of shoddy bookkeeping.
Originally, White House officials
portrayed the firings simply as
the result of a review of the
books as part of Clinton's efforts
to improve the efficiency of
government.
Under questioning, however,
officials have acknowledged that
Thomason and his partner, Darnell Martens, had been complaining for months to senior White
House officials about not being
able to get any of the White
House travel business.
Thomason. has a financial
interest in a company run by
Martens that advises corporations
about their air fleets.
The audit of the travel office's
books came just days after Thomason and Martens personally
registered their complaints with
David Watkins, the White House
management chief who later fired
the travel office employees.
Thomason said today he and
Martens were not seeking White
House business, but were acting
on behalf on other charter companies that had complained.

$10095
FABULOUS
VARIETY
Crablowt • Prom Logo • • hrimp
Catfish • Many Oth••• Choices
ilitturday At A P M
Prtiitty

Mtn Ott113

Op,. Ms& thrts Sat. at 4 p.m.
Hwy. 641 Nerd) • 753-4141 • Murray. Ky.

doesn't want any union members
taxed.
"Our movement is unified and
determined in its opposition to
the idea of taxing employee
health benefits," Kirkland told
several hundred Service Employees International activists.
"Our people fought hard to
win those benefits. They've
already paid for them by forgoing
higher wages," he said. "Those
benefits ... shouldn't be taxed as
income."
He expressed confidence the
administration is "moving in the
direction of a broadly based, fairly financed package ... including
universal coverage," and
applauded the idea of making all
employers pay a payroll-based
health tax.
"rt
- "That is the (option) that
makes the most sense," said
,Kirkland.
Health and Human Services
Secretary Donna E. Shalala told
the meeting that it is not right
that millions of working Americans have no health insurance,
while "others who do not go to
work are provided with decent
coverage through the Medicaid
program."
Most of the 37 million Americans without health insurance are
workers and their. families.
But she indicated afterwards
that it will take time to meet
Clinton's goal of covering all
Americans. "Everybody would
love universal coverage tomorrow, but we've got to sec what's
possible." she said.
Shalala, a member of the task
force, said the administration's
package would stress prevention
and address "the causes of illness and suffering, not just the
consequences."

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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Just Say No!
Marshall was great dissenter when invitations came
WASHINGTON (AP) — When
you are a public figure, everybody wants a piece of you.
Nothing shows that as well as the
papers Thurgood Marshall gave
the Library of Congress when he
retired from the Supreme Court
in 1991.
Marshall's secretaries apparently filed everything that
passed under his hand or before
his eyes during his 24 years on
the Court, They kept the great dissents and strong opinions. And •
they kept an accumulation of
handwritten or typed slips of paper used to pass along requests tbr
a moment of the justice's time.
They are in the collection of
173,000 items, in the librar's
new Marshall collection.
When it came to accepting
invitations. Marshall was a great
dissenter. He didn't always. hut

he almost always, said no.
Sometimes, he scrawled hack:
"No can do."
One folder contained telephoned requests from 1975
through 1977.
Would justice Marshall attend
a luncheon given by Vice President and Mrs. Walter Mondale in
honor of the shah and shahanshah
of Iran?
No.
Would he preside -over a moot
court at the University of San
Diego•.)
No.
Fist: high Sd1001 WHIMS from
Texas were visiting. The chief
Justice had arranged for them to
attend a court session.*C'ould they
stop by and shake hands with
Marshall?
'- .A friend

Good%

shall's son) would like to come
by and say hello on Thursday.
No._
Joseph Albritton, then
publisher of the now defunct
Washington Star, sent word be
"wants to meet you and,,he think
you will enjoy knowing him."
Marshall's scrawled reply:
"Sorry, no can do."
Would Marshall walk across
the street to the Capitol for a
reception by the Botswana
Embassy for Botswana's deputy
speaker?
No.
Would he give a radio interview on the anniversary of the
Brown vs. Board of Education
decision, the case he argued as an
NAACP lawyer, the case that
ruled school segregation
unconstitutional?
No.

t:01111111••1011C1 or treshman
Would he deli% er the eulogy at
member of Congress could shake
the memorial -service for the late
liberal chief justice, Earl Warren? a head in sympaihy
But unlike politicians, who
No.
must depend on the future kindWould he preside over the
duction of a new judge and.
make a few remarks?
Marshall's handwritten reply:
"No can do. No speeches. etc.'
•

Even name dropping didn't
help. A professor from the University of France doing research
on the civil rights movement
wanted to come by and is making this request at the encouragement of professor William Taylor
of Catholic University.Marshall said no.
Marshall's left-behind telephone messages demonstrate the
volume of the demands that are
Ever
put on public figure

LeMaster fighting Boptrot charges; August trial set
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) State Sen. David LeMaster
became the third state official to
fight federal charges in a wideranging probe of government
corruption.

Le Master pleaded innocent
Monday to charges of peddling
his influence. - U.S. District Judge
Joseph Hood scheduled an Aug. 2
trial in Frankfort for LeMaster,
who is chairman of the Senate

FleW k.1111Utilb

JOHN P TAYLOR Lecger

Tr-es prwo

The new officers to the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce elected Monday afternoon were (from left) Nlike Pierce. treasurer; Bill Kopperud, outgoing president; Bill Adams.
incoming president; Bob Jackson, vice president: Wilma Billington, secretary. Missing from photo is John Williams, president
elect.

Business Organizations and Professions Committee.
LeNlaster, D-Paintsville, was
charged in a May 12 indictment
with extortion, interstate travel in
aid of racketeering and lying to
the FBI. Ile allegedly took
Sti,000 in bribes from a former
lobbyist to kill legislation that
would have hurt the harness racing industry.
Hood ordered LeMaster, 44,
released on his own recognizance. Assistant U.S. Attorney
Bruce Rein-hart had -asked---for aswim unsecured bond.
The indictment charged
LeNlaster with taking the money
early, last year in Kentucky and
Florida from former lobbyist Jay
Spurrier. Spurrier has become the
eentral informant in an ongoing
probe (il government corruption
code-named Boptrot -- which
rders: to the House anti Senate
ROP committees and the racing
industry.
During Monday's hearing,
Reinhart handed nine andiotapes
to Alva Hollon Jr., one of
LeMaster's attorneys. Reinhart
declined to talk about their
come HI.
Hollon said the tapes were in
addition to five tapes already in

Are You Redecorating!
Buy a new Armstrong floor
now and get up to'150*
of Waverly fabrics and
., FREE'
wallcoverint-4s

Two great names in home furnishings

have teamed up to make coordinating
colors — and saving money — easier

)ffer ends May 31, 1993.

than ever.
Come in today and
ask to see our newest
coordinated color
schemes featuring
your favorite floors,

the hands of 1 c Nlasicr's
attorney, James Neal of Nashsii
le, Tenn.
LeMaster, the 12th person,
indicted in the sting, has denied
taking any bribes but said agents
offered him money anti sex in
exchange- for his influence.- U.S.
Attorneys Karen Caldwell and
Joseph Whittle said it would siolate government policy to use
sexual overtures in an
investigation.
The interstate travel count
against LeMaster charges that he
went to Tort Lauderdale, Fla., in
(ruin
January 1992 to take
Spurrier. He is also charged with
lying to FBI agents about the,
alleged -crimes during a. March
31, 1992, inters iew at-ter ile
probe by...ame

si,spo

He faces 30 years in prison and
up to $750,000 in fines.
LeMaster has announced plans
to resign following the current
special legislative session. lie
declined Monday to talk on the
record about whether those plans
have changed.

nesses of strangers. justices of
the Supreme Court are obligated
'to no one to keep their jobs.
So the%
no. And the
7..:
do.

College For
FREE
Money For
Nothing

2 Money Back Guarantees
FREE Gifts
502-753-1891

College Scholarship
Locating Service
Murray, KY 42071

P.O. Box 1300

FAR LANDS nova AGENcl

NOTICE
We Now Have Ready Copies of All Past
Purchase Airline Tickets & Claim Forms
for Supporting Documents for the
Airline Anti-Trust Litigations
(price ruing settlement)

Filing Deadline:
June 1, 1993
_ Free Service • Please Call Ahead
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Adjournment made most sense
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WASII1NGTON TODAY

Gap with Congress
a Clinton problem
By STEVEN KOMAROW
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Bill Clinton is finding that the widest
chasm a U.S. president cncountcrs often turns out to be the separation
between the powers of the executive and legislative branches.
For the first time in 12 years, the man in the White House has a
Congress controlled by members of his own party. Yet, on issue after
issue, President Clinton is running up against the reality that Democrats don't all think alike.
He's struggling to. get his way on the economy, on-abortion, on
health care, on campaign reform, even on foreign policy.
He's finding that party discipline exists only so long as House and
Senate members perceive that their interests arc the same as the president's. It's as if Congress' creed was drawn from an old Jim Croce
song that went: "If you're going my way, I'll go with you."
For all the talk among Democrats last year about the, need to elect
Clinton and end "divided government," it remains essentially separated. In fact, the Founding Fathers' decision to write the idea of separate branches into the Constitution has evolved in ways they probably
never imagined.
As recently as 30 years ago, Congress was enormously dependent
on the executive branch for its information, its. inspiration and, perhaps most importantly, its election.
Congress' own bureaucracy was a piddling few green-eyeshade
types, compared to the legions controlled by the-White House. If
information is power, the president had it all.
Nowadays, Congress has at its disposal its own alphabet soup- of
agencies — such as the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), Office of
Technology Assessment (OTA), General Accounting Office (GAO),
Congressional Research Service(CRS) — which produce data to compete with some of the best available anywhere.
And despite accusations that it's out of touch. Congress monitors
Public opinion today more carefully than ever before. Republicans and
Democrats alike spend millions collectively and separately commissioning polls, conducting "focus groups" and keeping track of mail
and phone calls.
This is their inspiration.
But when it comes to independence from the executive, perhaps the
evolution of elections is the biggest factor, especially in regards. to
Clinton, the first Democratic elected president since 1976.
People don't vote party line nearly so much as,they used to, and
Democrats in Congress have taken enormous advantage of this fact.
Even when Jimmy Carter was getting trounced by Ronald Reagan,
the Democratic majority in the House survived. And, keeping a distance from their national candidates over the next three elections, the
Senate Democrats gradually regained their majority and expanded it.
In the House and Senate, they learned to raise their own money
without White House help — to the point where George Washington
University export Christopher Deering says "most incumbents are
pretty well heeled. They're carrying over funds from a previous eketior, where they pasted some poor sap."
So they take to heart the part of the Constitution that says they are a
separate, independent branch of government. It's not an easy attitude
to surrender — especially to a president who got 43 percent of the
vote nationwide and, almost without_ exception._ ran_ "behind" each
one of them in their districts last November.
"Congress is kind of like a bully," said Bill McInturff, a Republican strategist. "And in the world of Congress, if you have a new president who is below 50 percent in job approval. you're not talking
about a formidable political figure who could retaliate."
When Clinton punished Sen. Richard Shelby, D-Ala., for being disloyal on a now-dead stimulus package. Shelby turned the retribution
to his advantage and emerged as a hero in his state for showing
independence.
But while Clinton cannot impose his will upon the Congress, he is
not without considerable resources because of the mere fact that his
every public utterance and move is beamed coast-to-coast.
A president retains the built-in power to make a strong public case
tor his programs, one that can resonate in the congressional datagathering machine. When that happens, he will win, and he already
has in manycases, because it's.ltill.true that Democrats share many
core beliefs.
When Clinton can't make that case, and Congress doesn't respond,
well, that's what the separation of powers is all about.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Freedom Fest support appreciated

•••

Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Murray Tourism Comini..ton and the Freedom
Fest '93 Executive Board. I would like to thank all who supported
"West Kentucky's Biggest City-wide Yard Sale" either as a yard sale
participant or yard sale shopper.
This year's kickoff Freedom Fest '93 event was the largest ever
with more than 70 yard sales being offered throughout the community's yards and the Murray Calloway County Park. Interested. buyers
came from across the region as well as from Tennessee, Missouri, Illinois and perhaps even beyond!
freedom Fest will continue to host "West Kentucky's Biggest Citywide Yard Sale- annually as a part Of Freedom Fest and I encourage
your participation and support for all the additional fun-filled family
events during Freedom Fest '93 in Murray June 25 'through July 5,
1993.
The Country Music Fest '93 concert with, Patty Loveless, Radney
Foster and Bo Dunn and the Deal will be one of the highlights of the
33 events during this 11 -day festival. The Murray Tourism Commission and the .Freedom Fest '93 Executive Board look forward to sexing you throughout Freedom Fest :93 and know you will enjoy Murray's very special celebration!
We deeply appreciate your support, thank yOU for sour participation
and -invite you to attend Freedom Fest '93
Anne It Adams. festival coordinator
Freedom Fest '93
Muria% tourism Commission
Hos 1911. Murras

FRANKFORT — The decision
by House and Senate Democratic
leaders to call it quits on the special health-care session was the
first sensible action taken all last
week. In fact, if the inmates
didn't exactly take over the asylum here, that's only because no
one could tell the difference
between who was in charge and
who wasn't.
By week's end, a certain
amount of calm settled over the
Capitol, but it was only a lull
between the inevitable storms
ahead. Perhaps that is what
everyone finally recognized.
Health-care reform would not go
easily nor quietly into the statute
books of Kentucky.
The General Assembly could
have continued plugging away at
creating something members
could call health-care reform. It's
even possible that some people
who can't afford and thus don't
have health insurance would be
helped, but at what ultimate
expense was anyone's guess. No
one seemed to know for sure and
that, of course, made it all so
bizarre as the week passed.
'Jones, despite his political
ineptitude, at least had the gump,
tion to support a tax to finance
his ambitious and utterly dead
reform program.

Gumption is not a character
trait in large evidence in the Kentucky General Assembly these
days. Admittedly, there were
health-carc reform plans raining
down from the ceilings in the
House and Senate chambers that
would have done this, that or the
other. None contained a tax
increase to pay the bills. Instead
they relied on everything from
fiddling with Medicaid to the
public's good intentions.
With the possibility of weeks
of the session stretching on and
on, there was no way to know
what might have passed first by
the House of Representatives and
inevitably changed by the Senate,
only to be negotiated (probably
behind closed doors) and agreed
to before adjournment.
One of the few sensible decisions before ,tbe agreement to
adjourn was that the Senate
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee would consider what-

ever health-care legislation the
House sent it. That may have
been a slap at Sen. Benny Ray
Bailey, chairman of the Senate
Health and Welfare Committee
and a long-time advocate of
reforming the state's health-care
system, but it also meant close
scrutiny of the budgetary impact
of the legislation.'
And no matter what position
you have on the subject of health
care, the cost of reform must be
of paramount consideration. The
leading plan in the House had
more fiscal question mark%.
attached to it than the number of
pages in the bill. That could have
meant in a couple of years the
money wouldn't be available to
finance the expected addition of
more than 200,0(1) people to an
expanded Medicaid program. This was moving forward at a
time when General Fund revenue
continues to lag behind budgeted
expenditures. about S90 million

in state income tax refunds are
being held again because there
isn't money in the treasury to pa)
them and there is a real possibility state funding to schools will be
cut next year.
That state funding amounts to
nearly half of all state expenditures — S2 billion a year — and
the continued progress of education reform hinges on that support continuing and increasing.
Perhaps lawmakers used up all
the gumption they had in 1990
when they raised the sales tax to
finance school reform. because
they were talking last week about
hundreds of millions of dollars
for expanding Medicaid with
only the vaguest notion of where
the money would come from over
time to pay the costs. When that
fact dawned on Speaker Joe
Clarke, the end came quickly.
. The decision to fix the Medicaid program under federal mandate and go home doesn't mean
the end of the effort to reform the
health-care system in Kentucky.
No one denies that must be done.
Adjournment and creation of a
task force to begin the process
again mean, however, there's still
a chance reform can be done correctly and responsibly. Last week
that •wasn't going to happen.

MALE iKtoYEE kv4INKDED ONE tAILLIoN DOUARS nSEWN-NAR3SSMENT SUIT

More great gripesfrom readers
put together some readers'
gripcs columns after my colleague Bob Greene did a series of
heartwarming columns on what
made people happy. I believe in
journalistic balance.
Let the venom flow:
The gummy things they put in
fruitcakes.
Baseball broadcasters who make
stupid inside jokes about their golf
games. Who cares? Or stupid jokes
about age. Shut up and tell me
who's batting.
Snouy, smart-mouthed kids and
teen-agers on TV sitcoms. III had a
kid who behaved like some of those
brats on TV do, he or she would get
a good clip on the jaw.
Elderly drivers who should be
arrested for operating a motor vehicle while legally dead.
Individuals who complain that
people who don't speak English
don't belong in America. but they
turn around and pronounce "this and
that," "dis and dat."
Rich,condescending,Eastern Establishment Liberals like the Kennedys who have so much money
that they can afford to give everyone else's money away for dogooder causes.
Mario Cuomo. He used to be my
hero. Can't he make up his mind
about anything? He's worse than
my husband.
It's disgusting to step on fresh
chewed gum.
Madonna. Whet a misnomer.
The jock in the reading mom at
I

the public library who saes the
three most popular newspapers to a
remote comer and monopolises
them for three hours. Can he read all
three at the none time?
Two of the most diegusting. repultive. obnoxious words 1 have

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
EVER heard: HOWARD STERN.
All those so-called health experts
who've taken the joy out of living by
finding that just about everything is'
hazardous to my health. After a last
meal of pizza, S'mores, Pop Tans,
corn-dogs, Boston Baked Beans.
Chectos, two Big Macs and a large
order of fries, washed down with a
big thermos of coffee, I'm going to
blow my brains out before researchers find that living is hazardous to
my health, too.
Vulture lawyers on TV drumming up business for lawsuits.
Fat cops sitting in Dunkin'
Doughnuts.
People who use the term codependent instead of simply admitting that they screwed up their own
lives. Boy -- I feel better!
The Quintuple Wharnmy -- paying taxes when we earn, buy, sell,
save and die. Everyone should
gripe since this country was
founded to avoid high taxes.
I work in a shoe store. I hate
people who don't wash their feet.
Sports columnist who tell older
athletes that they we washed up and
should retire. How mope*. Who
we they to tell anyone to stop doing
what they enjoy? Most of those
columnists were washed up before
they started.
Animal neat- activists who protest 1w-cost waren while they
themselves wear leather hoot..

shoes and belts, carry wallets and
purses and who eat red meat,
chicken and fish.
People who say: "Have a good
one." What exactly does that mean?
Criminals who are maimed, mangled,or mutilated during or after the
commission of their crime and then
file a law suit for damages and
actually win large sums of money.
Why do joggers run in the road,
when there is a perfectly good
sidewalk available? I think they
should be fair game if they want to
run in the road.
People who always wake up
happy and cheerful in the morning.
The government should do research
on these people, find the 24-hour
happy gene, mass produce and
make enough to pay tin budget
deficit.
How about when you're reading a
newspaper and they keep explaining things over and over again at a
third grade level. They think you
don't have common sense and you
feel like tearing the writer's head
off.
People say, "I could care less"
when trying to demonstrate that

they don't care If they could care
less, then obviously they do care!
1 he correct expression is, "I
couldn't care less "
I'm pregnant for the fourth time. I
have three suns already. If I express
my desire in have a daughter, some

people are horrified and say something to the effect: "I'm sure you'll
be thrilled just to have a healthy
baby." Duh! Of course I want a
healthy baby! But can't I also want a
It doesn't mean I'd
daughter?
abandon my new son in the nearest
sewer pipe!
How about a "NO KIDS" section
in restaurants?
People who say, "It takes two to
make a marriage work." Some men
and women are going to run around
and be unfaithful and dishonest no
matter if you were the Queen ol
Sheba. If you are a jerk, you're a
jerk no matter what your partner
may do to make the marriage happy.
Journalism that trash dead celebrities who can't defend themselves.
If you believe them, all JFK ever
did was 'the deed' (despite an
acutely bad back), and J.E. Hoover,
John Lennon, Marilyn, LBJ, Elvis,
FDR,etc. were all: sex-crazed,gay,
power hungry, bisexual, trisexual,
etc. Damned ghouls.
The "gimme" and "what's in it for
me?" generations.
The excessive enactment of laws
that infringe on individual freedoms. Often, it seems the legislators' favorite word is "ban". The
legislators should keep in mind how
much Americans vegetate their freedoms. They should realize that it is
not possible, through resvictive kgislation. to protect everyone from
dangerous or undesirable activities
in all SitafliOall.
Man I. three-piece nuts.
Tourists wit us midget Alaskans
when they come up here to visit:
"Have you lived here aN yew lifer
We reply,"Not quite -- just up 1111111
two der/ ago when I died and went

to heaves.' (Surprisingly, souse ot
the tourists believe you)
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, May 27, at 7:30
p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
This is a group comprised of those who have lost an infant, child, or
young adult through accident, illness, sudden infant death syndrome
(SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriages. "You will have contact with people
who listen and who offer support," according to Chapter Leader Hilda
Bennett. For more information call Bennett at 498-8324 or Chaplain
Rebecca Church, 762-1274.

trip
Senior Adults plan special
Church will end this season's

The Senior Adult Fellowship of First Baptist
travels with a trip to the Hermitage at Nashville, Tenn., on Friday, May 28.
The group will leave the church at 9:30 a.m., eat dinner in a restaurant on
the grounds of the Hermitage at 12:30 p.m. A guided tour of President
Andrew Jackson's home will follow the meal.

MAGAZINE CLUB — Libby Hart, second right, presented a
program about Jefferson's Monticello on the theme of "If Old
Houses Could Speak" at the April meeting of Murray Magazine
Club held at Holiday Inn with Betty Boss as hostess. Nancy
Haverstock gave the devotion. Pictured from left, are Lucy Lilly,
Toni Hopson, Lois Sparks, president, Mrs. Boss, Mrs. Hart, and
Kay Carman, who was welcomed back after having had open
heart surgery and a broken ankle. The club will meet Thursday,
May 27, at 2 p.m. at Holiday Inn, Murray.

June 5
Elkins reunion will be Elkins
and Jane McCuiston Elkins

The annual reunion of the late Dallard
will be Saturday, June 5, in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. The event will start at noon. A potluck meal will be served.

Pageant planned on June 5 Pageant will be Satur-

luesday, May 25
Today is Election Day with pelts open
__ _ _
train 6 am_ to 6 pan.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House
Bingo/7 p.m ./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky 034/First
Presbyterian Church/6 p.m Info/
759-9464
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m
Info/753-0082
First Christian Church events include
"Identifying Your Spiritual •Gitts" and
Worship Committee? p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Adult Disciple Bible Study/6 pm
Alcoholics Anonymous/open meetingik
p.m./American Legion Hall, South Sixth
and Maple Streets, Murray
Murray High School graduation/k
p.m./Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University.
Ladies Night Out Coil Scramble and
meal/5 p.m. for golf and 7 p.m. for meal/
Club
Country
Murray
Reservations/753-611 3
Singles Organizational Society (SOS)17
p.m /Chamber of Commerce building
Info/Jeanne, 751 0224

The Baby, Little, and Teen Miss Western Kentucky
day, June 5, at Kentucky Oaks Mall, Paducah. This is open to girls, 0 to 19
years, and boys, 0 to 5 years. Each contestant will receive a large trophy.
For more information or entry form call 1-554-7279.

Doores retirement tea on Sunday

After 34 years of service for the McCracken County School Sytem, Edgar
T. Doores, has announced his retirement. A tea in honor of his retirement.
will be Sunday, May 30, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the ballroom of Ritz Hotel, Paducah. Doores has been principal of Hendron/Lone Oak Elementary School
The public is invited to attend.

TOPS Chapter meeting Thursday

TOPS #469 will meet Thursday, April 22, In Annex of Calloway County
Public Library. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m. and a meeting will begin
at 7 p.m. This is a non-profit organization designed for persons who have a
desire to lose weight.

.
Senior Job Club meeting Wednesda
will be'Wednes-

The monthly meeting of the Senior Employment Job Club
day, May 26, at 10 a.m, at the Senior Center in the Weaks Community
Building. Any person, 55 or older, interested in training for entry or re-entry
into the job market is invited to come to the meeting. The Senior Employment Program is funded by the Job Training Partnership Act through the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council, in cooperation with the Department
of Employment Services and the Purchase Area Development District

Hospital retirees to 'Meet Saturday

Retirees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday. May 29,
at 10 a.m. for breakfast at Log Cabin Restaurant, South 12th Street, Murray.
This is for all employees who are retired or ever worked at the hospital. For
more information call Nancy McClure, 492-8640, or Lottie Brandon,
753-3517.

Hutson-Dick reunion planned May 30

The Hutson-Dick family reunion will be Sunday, May 30, at the white twostory house at 114 Main St., Puryear, Tenn., across from the Community
Center. Outside games and activities for the children will be from 1 to 8 p.m.
For any information regarding the reunion call 1-901-247-5804 and ask for
Glenna. All family members, descendants and friends are invited to attend.

Driving Course planned

An AARP 55 Alive/Mature Driving Course will be offered on Friday, June
11, from 5 to 9 p.m. and Saturday, June 12, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. This will
be sponsored by the Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Participants must attend both sessions to receive certificates. Both spouses 55
or over must take the course to qualify for automobile insurance reduction.
Cost will be $8 for each participant. Instructor for the course will be Dr. Ruth
E. Cole. Application forms may be secured at Calloway County Public
Library. Registration will close Tuesday, June 1.

Special workshop planned
A workshop for teachers and parents in the Purchase region interested in
leading Junior Great Books reading and discussion groups in the school or
other organized settings will be on Thursday and Friday, May 27 and 28,
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Murray High School Library. The Junior Great
Books program is designed to teach students how to interpret what they
read. For more information or ot register, call Dr. Bob Lewis at 753-4363.

Family and school reunion planned

The Cook Family and Vinson School Reunion will be Saturday, June 26,
at the Hazel Community Center at Hazel. This is an all day get-to-gether for
sharing conversation, old pictures and scrapbooks any one wants to bring to
the event. A potluck lunch will be served about 1 p.m., but persons may
come early and stay late. A special welcome is extended to new families
and the Downs family members from between-the-rivers who will be attending that have not previously been with the group.

Teen-Age program at hospital

Murray-Calloway County Hospital's summer teen-age volunteer program
will begin with an organizational meeting on Friday, May 28, at 10:30 a.m. in
the hospital's third floor education unit. All interested teen-agers who are 14
years old and have their parents' consent should attend the organizational
meeting. First-year volunteers must bring proof of age. Applications will be
distributed and details of the eight-week program will be discussed.

12
Class reunion 1planned on June
School, Louisville, will be

The 25th class renion of Thomas Jefferson High
held Saturday, June 12. For information/reservations write Reunion Committee, 3323 Wellingmoore Ave., Louisville, Ky. 40218.

Fern Terrace needs prizes

Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium -View Dr., Murray, is in need of prizes
to be awarded to residents at its weekly Bingo games. The residents enjoy
winning jewelry, cosmetics, stationery items, scarves, handkerchiefs or
other small items. Donation may be left at the personal care home, Monday
through Friday, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Persons are asked to put their names
and addresses on the articles so that the residents can send out thanks. For
information contact Janie Underwood, Day Care/Activity Coordinator at
753-7109.

W.A.T.C.H. needs aluminum cans

WATCH.(work activities training center for the handicapped) has an
ongoing project at the center of crushing aluminum cans. Persons having
cans to donate may leave them at the center at 702 Main St., Murray, or call
759-1965 for more information.

event
California Connection Aplans
picnic to be held at Playhouse in

The T,Witornia Connection is planning
the Park platform in Murray-Calloway County Park on Saturday afternoon,
June 19. The group was organized in 1990 and its members an composed
of people who have at one time lived in California, and who now reside in
Murray or Calloway County. Anyone who would like to join the California
Connection can got Moro information by phoning 759-1337.

CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY — Roy Ni. Colson, right, of Murray,
celebrated his 70th birthday on Alonday, \fay 24. Pictured with
Colson at a recent family party are his son, Ronald Colson, 43,
second right, his grandson, Ron Colson, 22, and his greatgrandson, Kreg (*orison, 4, all of Lansing, Stich.

One newborn aohnission, dismissals and one ekpiration at
Murray-Callow ay County Hospital for Friday. May- 21, hav-e been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Holmes baby girl. parents, Tammy
and Mark, At 2. Box 315 Bveriton
Dismissals
Mrs Fannie Mae Nichols. 906
Broad Apt G-4. Murray_ Mrs Maxine
•Melton Mason. P.O Box 5. Lynnville.
Chester Lowell O'Daniel, Rt. 3. Box
148. Calvert City, Mrs Ruth Shekel!,
Rt. 4, Box 314, Murray. Golden Dillard.
215 Spruce St., Murray.
Mrs Ila Nell Zaremba, West View
Nursing Home. Murray. Miss Naomi F
Hughes. HCR 75, Box 222, New
Concord.
Mrs Louise V. Thompson. Rt 3.
Box 342-C Murray Mrs Barbara Nell

Pugh. P0 Box 941. Mayfield,

Miss Lowe Pritchett, At. 1, Box 46,
Dexter, Harold R. Douglas. 309 North12th St Murray; William Bazzell, Rt.
1. Box 211-A, Farmington:
Christopher Shane Butler, 1001
Payne St., Murray; Tommy Starks, Rt
2. Box 296, Hazel; Richard G. Worley.
A-3 Southside Manor, Murray:
Vernon Ferguson. P 0: Box 309.
New Concord, Mark A. Epps, 114-A
Walnut CI . Benton; James Blaylock.
At 2. Box 95, Gilbertsville,„,..
Mrs Melva Hatcher. 1504 Glendale
Rd Murray, Mrs. Paulette Duncan, Rt

6, Box 584, Murray:
Miss Lowe Pritchett, At 1, Box 46,
Dexter. Mrs. Lisa G. Smith and baby
girl. RI 1, Box 127, Palmersville,
Tenn.

Expiration
Mrs. Jessie Palmer, Murray

District VFW meets
District 1 ol Veterans 01 Foreign Wars and.. Ladies AuxAiaries
held their meeting at Jackson
Harris Post and Auxiliary 1191 at
Paducah..
State representatives were,
Adjutant Quartermaster Murrell
E. Lewis of Louisville and Auxiliary Department Conductress
Pamela Ford of Madisonville.
Commander W.O. (Jim) Dismore of Gilbertsville Post 5739,
Calvert City, was reelected commander; Commander Paul Nixon
of Post 1084, Kentucky Lake,
was elected senior vice chairman;
Commander Vv'anda Sanders of
Post 1191 Jackson Harris, Paducah, was elected Junior vice commander to District I; Mame
'Whiteside of Murray, Auxiliary
6291 Herman Eddie Roberts Jr.,
•

Travis Ray
Manning born

Mr. and Mrs. Tinnily R. Manning of E-2 Coach Estates, Murray, arc the parents of a son, Travis Ray Manning, born on Saturday, May 8, at 5:10 a.m.- at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds one ounce and measured
21 inches. The mother is the former Laura Fanchcr.
Grandparents arc Harold and
Toni Fancher of Puryear, Tenn.,
and Bobby and Faye Manning of
Rt. 7, Murray.

Don't
,* Throw
TeMe Away
of;

elected auxiliary president 01
District I.
Past District Presdient Margaret Dunn was appointed trustee
and Evelyn Dismose was reappointed secretary, both from
Auxiliary 5739, Calvert City.
Quartermaster Leonard Brown
of 6291 Herman Eddie Roberts
Jr., Murray, and Auxiliary Treasurer Louise Raymond of Benton
Auxiliary 1084 Kentucky Lake
were reappointed "Voice of
. Democracy” chairmen.
Annette Mix of Auxilairy 5409
Denver Hudgcns, Bardwell, was
reelected auxiliary. treasurer who
has retained this position for the
past 12 years.
Past District I, President Vivian Stoker of Auxiliary 1084,
Benton, was reappointed patriotic
instructor for the second year.
Several from Post and Auxiliary 5429 Ballard County, Barlow,
attended the meeting.
The 73rd VFW and 57th
Auxiliary annual convention will
he held June 17 to 20 at Executive West, Louisville.
Kentucky VFW and Auxiliaries
will host the Southern Conference at Galt House East, Louisville, July 9 to 11.
%%;1S

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for . Saturday,
May 22; have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Barrett baby girl. parents. Melissa
and Barry. Rt 2, Box 236B. Calvert
City

Dismissals
Miss Martha J. Green, 1608 College
Farm Rd., Murray; Lawrence Overby.
Rt 4, Murray; Mrs. Media Erickson,
1905 Westwood, Murray,
WS. Gina Winchester and baby girl.
813 Broad Ext., Murray, Mrs. Vickie
Knight, At. 1, Box 209, Farmington.
Mrs. Tammy L. Holmes and baby
girl. At. 2. Box 314, Benton; Gayne
Nerney. 656 Ryan, Murray: Mrs. Alma
Jackson, West View Nursing Home,
Murray;
Mrs. Irene Lovie Bennett, At. 1, Box
172, Almo: Emmett Fulton Henderson,
43 Cunningham Ave.. Cadiz.
Mrs Virginia Jones, Rt 7, Box 69.
Murray: Mrs. Joy Rowland, Rt 2, Box
24-A. Murray; Miss Ola IC. Nelson. Rt
1, Box 381-A, Hardin,
J C. Grissom, Rt. 1, Box 21. Water

One newborn admission -and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday. May
23, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
York baby boy, mother Snona York
P 0 Box 79, Benton
Dismissals
Mrs Candy Brown RI 1. Box 224.
Cunningham; Osro Butterworth, Rt 1.
Box 141, Murray; •
Mrs. Willene j..ackey, 1703 Magnolia, Murray; Mrs. Mary Mulcany, HCR
75, Box 231, New Concord,
Mrs. Florence Raines, 501 Vine St..
Murray; Austin Wells. At 8. Box 525
Murray

YOUR CHOICE

YOUR CHOICE
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$99
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7 Diamond Cluster
Diamond 'TULIP" Clusters

4
,
Sr'

Diamonds with
Emeralds
Rubies or
Sapphires

Diamonds alternate
with Rubies, Emeralds
or Sapphires

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.

Loretta Jobs
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Ladies Diamond b Onyx
or Pink Ice

Valley; Mrs. Cozie Watson. 408 Sandy
Rd. Dover, Tenn.
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Babies, dismissals, death listed
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Wednesday, May 26
Overeaters Anonymous/5:15 p.m./Ellis
Communoiy Center.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./fow
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./tor
senior citizens' activities.
Calloway C.ounty Public Library events
include Parents and Twos/9:30 a m and
Story flour/10:10 a.m
Senior Citizens' Golf League/S
a.m./Miller Memorial Coll Course.
University Church of Christ events
include Bible Classes/7 p in.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church ot
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6 10
p.m.
First ,United Methodist Church esent:
include (7osenant Prayer/10 a in., Chancel
Choirf7:10 p.m.

N1•:tinem.1•, ;a 26
tOrace Baptist Church es ems iri,lude
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Sir Charles'
wait is over,
says Times
By MEL REISNER
AP Sports Writer

PHOENIX — Charles Barkley and Phoenix Suns officials
said they have had no word on
who will receive the NBA's
Most Valuable Player Award,
even though the New York
Times reported it will go to
Barkley for the first time.
"I don't know anything
about it," the Phoenix forward
said late Monday after helping
the Suns beat Seattle 105-91 in
Game 1 of the Western Conference final. "I have no idea
what they're going to
announce tomorrow. We can
only hope. I think there's
about four guys who deserve
it."
The Times reported Tuesday
that league executives confirmed Barkley as the MVP.
Barkley entered the league
in 1984, the fall after Larry
Bird won his first of three
straight awards. In Barkley's
last six seasons, Magic Johnson and Michael Jordan each
won it three times.

Suns 'soft' center limits Sonics
MEL REISNER
AP Sporis Writer

PHOENIX — The Seattle SuperSonics weren't prepared
for Phoenix's ball-hawking defense. That shocked center
Oliver Miller, who hasn't been in the NBA long enough to
realize other teams consider the Suns soft in the paint.
"I've always challenged their shots, and I had three or
four blocks the times I did play against Seattle, so I don't
think they were surprised," Miller said Monday night after
his 15 points, 10 rebounds and five blocks helped lift the
Suns to a 105-91 victory in Game 1 of the best-of-7 series.
"I think they have cable TV or satellite, and I guess
they watch the games in our past series, so they've seen us
block some shots," the 6-foot-9, 285-pound rookie added.
"They may not be a fundamentally good defensive
team, but they get the job done," Sonics coach George
Karl said.

During the regular season, the Suns led the league in
scoring, averaging more than 114 points per gene. They
also lost the season'series to Seattle 3-2, and the Sonics'
NBA-best 7.1-point differential was a shade higher than
the Suns' because of pressure defense.
But Kevin Johnson, who got into only 49 games because
of injuries this season, said his team's firepower gave a
false idea of how the Suns play defense.
"Certainly, we didn't play great defense during the 82
games, but I felt we played good defense during the fourth
quarter, and when we needed to," Johnson said. "But during the playoffs, I felt we played very good defense against
the Lakers, solid defense against San Antonio. and our
defense has to continue to improve."
The fourth quarter belonged to Miller. In the period, he
had 11 points, seven rebounds and two of the ,Suns' 16
blocks, a franchise playoff record.
The effort tied Phoenix for second in NBA playoff his-

tory, matching the 16 recorded by the Sonics a year ago.
Philadelphia set the record of 20 in 1984.
Mark West also contributed to the havoc with four
blocks as the Sonics were held "to 41 percent shooting.
The Suns sent Seattle to its fourth straight loss on the
road in the playoffs, outrcbounding the Sonics 44-40 and
holding them without a fourth-quarter field goal until Nate
McMillan's 20-footer with 7:45 left.
During me Seattle shooting outage, the Suns had
extended a 76-65 third-quarter lead to 88-70.
Cedric Ceballos, who started for Richard Dumas at small
forward, led Phoenix with 21 points despite playing only
23 minutes after suffering a strained left foot midway
through the third quarter.
After the game, he was limping and Miller wore an ice
pack on his right shoulder. Both expect to play in Game 2
on Wednesday night.

Ex-Mets coach Johnson joins Reds
By JIM DONAGHY
AP Sports Writer

Davey Johnson has almost
everything he wanted back in his
life.
He has his health, his peace of
mind and a job as a big league
manager. We would like a winner
again, too.
After waiting 2'A years for a
job in the dugout, Johnson was
named manager of the Cincinnati
Reds on Monday when Tony
Perez was fired after only 44
games.

Johnson was fired by New
York in May 1990 as the winningest manager in Mets history
with a .588 winning percentage
and a World Series title. But at
the end, there were big problems
with general manager Frank
Cashen.
There were lots of rumors —
the Royals and Yankees to name
a couple — but no job. Johnson
ended up doing a little scouting
for the Twins and, this year, for
the Reds. He also played lots of
golf and did some fishing.
Once hired in Cincinnati as a

consultant this year, the rumors
started again. If nice guy Perez
got off to a slow start, Johnson
would be there to take his place,
with Bobby Valentine and Ray
Knight as his coaches. On Monday, Johnson finally ended up a
manager again when Perez was
dismissed following the Reds'
collapse in California.
"If Davey doesn't like what's
going on he'll let you know,"
Knight said. "He's very direct
and upfront."
Cashen, now a high-priced
consultant for the Mcts, thought

Johnson started to lose control of
the team after New York beat
Boston in the 1986 World Series.
Darryl Strawberry was out of
control, the clubhouse rules were
lax and the team was playing
poor baseball after the '88
season.
"I think they probably felt sorry for me, being in New York for
six-plus years," Johnson said
with a laugh Monday. "They felt
that I needed all the rest and
relaxation I could get."

Fields keeps promise; Lasorda rewrites Dodger story
signs athletic recruit
By DICK BRINSTER

AP Sports Writer

Staff Report
Murray Ledger 8 Times

•

Murray State Lady Racer
basketball head coach Eddie
Fields was serious when he said
his top priority in recruiting
was to sign "athletes" for his
program.
The first recruit signed under
Fields' tenure, three-sport
standout Christy Bailey of Cape
Girardeau, Mo., seems to fit
perfectly into the new Lady
Racer basketball scheme.
Bailey, a 6-1 forward who
signed a national letter of intent
for basketball at Murray State,
averaged 13.1 points, 14.0
rebounds and 4.1 assists per
game last season at Cape Central High School. She also canned
59.5 percent of her field goal
tries for Coach Mark Ruark's
team.
During her high school
basketball career, Bailey scored

660 points and pulled down 739
rebounds in 74 games.
"She's a good rcbounder and
has the athletic ability to run
the floor, which fits in with
what we're trying to do," Fields
said. "Defensively, she always
seems to know what's going on
and where the ball and everyone else is on the floor."
Also a gifted track and cross
country performer, Bailey was,
selected Cape Central's Female
Athlete of the Year as a senior.
She was a two-time all conference and all-district player, and won similar honors in
both track and cross country.
During her sophomore year and
senior years, she was a state
qualifier in cross country.
Bailey joins 5-3 point guard
Angie Cooper of Simon Kenton
High School as Murray State's
women's basketball recruits
thus far.

They were writing the Los
Angeles Dodgers' obituary for
1993, so manager Tom Lasorda
had to say something.
"I kept telling everybody
we're going to go on an eightgame winning streak," he was
telling everybody Monday night.
Now, with the Dodgers one
game short of that goal after a

5-4 victory over the San . Diego
Padres, perhaps they'll listen.
"We've been not operating on
all cylinders, now we are." he
said. "We're making the plays,
defensively, getting some timely
hitting and the pitching's been
great."
That was very much in evidence Monday night when Eric
Karros, mired in the sophomore
jinx, began to resemble the Rookie of the Year he was a season

ago. And then there was Pedro
Martinez, who put the finishing
touches on win No. 7.

"That young man did a great
job," Lasorda said after Martinez
picked up his first big-league
save with 2 2-3 innings of perfect
relief. "That's something that we
needed dcsperaterly."
A big night was something
Karros needed even more. He got
it, hitting two home runs.

Staff Report

Good service,
good coverage.
good price-

RACER GOLF CLASSIC
Entries are now being accepted for the 1993 Racer Golf Classic. This
year's classic has been set for Tuesday, June 1, and will be held at Francis E. Miller Golf Course. The annual event will begin with a shotgun start
at 1:30 p.m.
The annual tournament has an entry fee of $50 which covers the green
fees, cart rental and lunch. The six-person scramble also offers optional
contests to test the golfers' skills. There is also a chance for everyone to
win with prizes being awarded to first, second, third, fifth, 10th, 15th and
last.
Proceeds from this event benefit Racer Athletics. To pre-register call
Bill Rayburn at 762-3738 or Shelia Haley at 762-4270.

Calloway County High School will hold its annual girls basketball camp
June 1-4. Session I will be for girls grades K-5 from 2:30-5 p.m. Session II
will be for girls grades 6-9 from 5-7 p.m. Cost of the camp is $30 and
includes T-shirt.

Murray Led9er 8 Times

Murray State sophomore sprinter Heather Samuel will run at
the Indiana University Invitational track meet in Indianapolis
Wednesday in a final attempt to qualify for the the NCAA
200-meter dash championship.
Samuel, who has already qualified for the NCAA Championships in the 100 meters, needs a time of 23.28 seconds to be an
automatic qualifier in the 200. Her best time thus far this spring
is 23.87 seconds, which is a provisional qualifying mark set
April 10 at the Mississippi State Invitational in Starkville.
Selected both the 1993 Ohio Valley Conference Indoor and
Outdoor Women's Track Athlete of the Year, Samuel last month
won the 100- and 200-meter dashes at the conference outdoor
championship meet in Cape Girardeau, Mo. She competed in
both the NCAA indoor and outdoor championships as a freshman in 1992.
The 1993 NCAA Outdoor Championships will be held June
2-5 at Tulanc University in New Orleans, La.

EARN
6.20'(

M GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & ResIdentlal

RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) —
Catching Red Auerbach might
take Lenny Wilkens a little
longer than he had planned.
Wilkens, whose 869 NBA
coaching victories rank second
only to Auerbach's 938, resigned Monday, exactly one
week after his Cleveland
Cavaliers were knocked out of
the playoffs by the Chicago
Bulls.
The resignation was not a
surprise, because there had
been much speculation Wilkens would quit or be fired. in
light of Cleveland's repeated
failures against the Bulls.
The Cavaliers were in the
playoffs five times during
Wilkens' seven years as their
coach. Four of those times,
they were ousted by the Bulls
— including an embarrassing
four-game sweep this year.
"It's been a great seven
years here with the Cavaliers," the 55-year-old Wilkens said in a prepared statement. "However, I think it's
time to move on."

Actions & Reactions

That's
State Farm
insurance."
MAJOR LEAGUES

LOCAL BASEBALL
PONY LEAGUE
Thornton Heating & Air defeated Dennison-Hunt 7-3 in Thursday's
Pony League action. Josh McKeel picked up the win for Thornton and also
tripled. Adam Haley, Duvall and Kyzwas all had singles. For DennisonHunt. Ryan Domescik picked up a single.

PARK LEAGUE
In last week's Park League play, Break Time Billiards beat Woodraftars 21-11. For Break Time, Greg Ryan homered and tripled while Korey
Andrus and Tim Fotsch homered. Jeremiah Voyles and Brian Kurz
doubled. For Woodrafters, Kyle Erwin had a home run and two singles,
and Cody White doubled and singled and Blake Hoover had two singles.
• In Friday's action, Mr. Gatti's beat Shoe Sensation 27-2. For Mr.
Gatti's, the offense was led by: Herndon (3B, three 1Bs), Wells (three
18s), Swain (HR, 3B, 28), Volp (28, three 1Bs), Stone (two HRs, 28),
Balmer (38, 1B), Dycus (3B, three 1Bs) and Schneider (two HR, 38). For
Shoe Sensation, York singled and doubled, and Virant, Darnall, Chandler,
Hudspeth and McKinney all singled.
• On Thursday, Bank of Murray was a 22-14 winner over Allison
Photography. Bank of Murray was led by: Bobby Ives (two 28s, I B), Josh
Dunn (28, two 1Bs), Wesley Claiborne (28, two 113s). Patric Young (2B,
two 18s), Caleb Mathis (two 2Bs), Ryan Cobb (three lBs), Adam Folsom
(three 1Bs), Nathan McCoy (three 1Bs), John Lee Fisher (313, 1B), Michael
Rogers (2B. 1B), Bryan Talley (2B, 1By For Allison, Matthew Morris, Aus
tin Smith, Chase Duncan and David Moore all had three hits and Joseph
Work had two
• On Friday. Bank of Murray beat Sigma Chi 20 13 For Bank of Mur
ray, Nathan McCoy had a home run and two singles and Michael Rogers
and Josh Dunn each had three hits Wesley Claiborne, Bobby Ives. Patrick
Young. Caleb Mathis. Justin Futrell and Adam Folsom all had two hits For
Sigma Chi. Genet Costonis finished with two homers and a single Dustin
Dodd, Chris Owen and Jet Toomey all had three hits and Sean Ramsey
and ()WWI WOWS. had two

Debut
Toronto
Boston
New Von(
Idikvaukee
Baltimore
Cleveland
Chicago
California
Texas
Seattle
Kansas City
Oakland
lAnnosota

All Tries EDT
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
1.
27 16
25 19
24 20
24 20
18 23
18 25
19 27
West Division
W
L
24 17
22 19
23 20
22 23
20 21
17 23
It 25

West Division
W L
Pct
30
15
667
549
578
23
26
19

Houston
a,
s Aonigeo
eg les
s
Lo
Colon-matt
Pct
GB
628
568
545 34
545 3'4
439 8
419 9
400 10

GB
4
5.,
8

21

22

488

20
1
12
9

2
2
32
5
4

43
55
2 19
0;,
273 17'.,

Cobrado
Mondays
' Games
St Louis 4 Montreal 1, 11 innings
PNIadelphia 6 New Vow 3
Los Angeles 5, San Diego 4
Only games scheduled

3.6S;anFranci
120 p smcoT(uBerantlY.9
.d ey3G
.
-3 1mael
t Chicago (Morgan
Pct
585
537
535
489
488
425
390

GB
St
1.1S
1 65
L3
ot*sp,,
;Tea•sbur* 4-3) at Montreal 'Barnes
2
2
4
4
8

Noadsy's Games
Toronto 4, Alliwaukert 1
Cleveland 4, Texas I
Boston 6. Dettert 5. 10 innings
Baltimore 9, New York 6
Seattle 4, California 3, 14 innings
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Gamin
Boston (Vida 4-31 at Detroit (Welts 5-31 605 p ml
Texas (lobrandt 4-2) at Cleveland (Cook 3.11
605 pm
Baltimore (Moyer 0.1)11 New York (Ii•Ackman 4-0)
6 30 p in
Milwaukee (Wagmen 3-61 at To•ont0 )Giu2rnan
3-4 635 pm
Kansas City IINcluirdo 3-1) at Chcago 1McDowek
7-21. 705 pm
CaMorna (Finley 3.4) at Seattle (Leah 3 11 905
m
lAnnesola (Doenairie 5-3) at Oaliond (Davis O4
905 pm

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Dimon
W I.
30
24 20
23 20
20
71
20 21
19 24
'4
211

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Illinois

S
AtaianntFaranosco

CALLOWAY CO. GIRLS BASKETBALL CAMP

Samuel continues qualifying quest

Wilkens leaves
Cavalier post
short of mark

Pet
GO
eel
545
535
7
St2 9
ale 9
se I,
131 IS

Now York (Schourek 2-4) at Philadelphia (Schilling
pm
5-1)
Flor6id3
a5rHough 24)11 Poisburgh (Cooke 1-21 635
pm
Atlanta (Glavine 6.0) at Cincinnati (Browning 3-3),
6 35 p m
Colorado (Painter 0.11 at HOuslon (Harmsen 4-2)
2
7 05anpm
g5pr
Diego
3
4Hurst 0-01 al Los Angeles ICandrom

NBA PLAYOFFS
All Tine. CDT
Conference Finite
Sunday, May 23
Now Von 98 Chicago 90 New Vorti leads series
10
Monday, May 24
Phoenix 105 Seattle 91 Phoenix loads tones 1 0
Tuesday, May 25
Chcago at Now Yon 7 p m
Weineeilley, May 24
Soattle at Phoenix 9pm
Friley. Mil 29
Phoenix at Swift
m
Vey 29
Now Von al Chicago 2 lOpm
Sueeay. Noy 30
Phoenix m Sateen 2 30 p
flonfley. Noy 31
Nee yen at Chicago 230 p
Timm*. Anis 1
Seine a Phoenx 5 pm 1 ftepesaa,
r
Vilse••••41. .1*.ne 2
CI•ese• at Nee Yon Spin avmc..wy
Thuvediy. .9.4141 3
shame at %raft 5 pin 4 micsuie•
Smiley. Arne 4
Aloe von•Cncaos
'remain

Larry Kroutio Insurance
105 N. 12th IN•sit to McDonald's,
739-.1011
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White House cancels pricey breakfast

JOHN P TAYLORtedger & Times photo

dr

Jayson Stahler, 1993 Calloway County High School graduate,
picked up his new car he won Saturday morning at Project Graduation. Presenting him the keys to the 1991 Ford Escort are Kenny Darnell and Karen Helm.

New job for Sessions
under consideration
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Clinton administration has considered finding another job for
FBI Director William Sessions,
who has been under a cloud since
a January report accused him of
ethical lapses.
"People have discussed that,"
Attorney General Janet Reno said
last week, department spokesman
Dean St. Dennis confirmed
Monday.
Her remarks were published in
The Wall Street Journal on Monday. The newspaper also asked
whether such a change were likely and quoted her as replying, "I
don't know."
Sessions has completed 51/2
years of his 10-year term and has
remained upbeat about the possibility of keeping his job despite
allegations by the Justice Department's Office of Professional
Responsibility.
Now on a two-week European
trip for conferences, Sessions has
denied any wrongdoing and has
taken pride in his oversight of the
World Trade Center bombing
investigation and the 5I-day standoff with the Branch Davidian
cult near Waco, Texas.
An administration official said
.another
he believed that finding
job for Sessions would mean that
he would first have to be given a
"clear bill'of health" on the allegations, which include misusing
government vehicles and employ-,
ing a "sham" to avoid paying
taxes on transportation to and
from work.
The reason for providing that
other job — possibly as a fulltime consultant — would be to
enable him to receive a sufficient
pension. Sessions took the FBI in
November 1987 after 13 years on
the federal bench, thereby relinquishing what would have been a
judicial pension at full salary.
Sessions met with Reno last
Friday for about a half-hour, and
although he was accompanied by
his two attorneys and'prepared to
give his defense against the allegations, such specifics did not

come up, according a source
close to Sessions.
One of his attorneys, Tom Susman, has pointed to the administration's long delay in acting
on Sessions' future as an indication the Clinton administration is
not that bothered by the
accusations.
"If they didn't think he was an
ethical fellow, he wouldn't still
be there," Susman said last
week.
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Investments Since 1854
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg..........+1.15
DJIA Previous Close.......3507.78
421/.-9/.
Air Products .....
A T & I..........................613/.+7/.
Bell South .....
Briggs & StraUon............ 6.31/2-1/.
Bristol Myers Squibb.-.-....60-34
Chrysler
Dean Foods.................... 253/1 unc
Exxon
Fisher Price .-.--.-.--.-.-.211/252+3/.
Ford
General Electrk.......-....-.921/1-1/4
General Motors............... 401/.+V.

29-9/4
K U
Kroger
LG&E
McDonalds........-.-..........503/a+1/.
Merck -.-...........
J.C. Penney.........._._...... 481/2-9/.
Peoples First ...-.... 323/4B 333/4A
Quaker Oats....-.....-.-- 7294+9/.
Sears --......-.-.--.....-.-.-543/4+1/2
Time Warner..--.-.--.-.- 363/8-9/.
.......
• Hillard Lyons a•market maker in this
stock
UNC - price unchanged.
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are compelitoe alternatives to other
,..1% flI

Call for
Current
Rates

"We're doing all we can to
increase our small donor base and
broaden our donor base across
the country."
Moore said other administration officials will still participate,
because "there's a difference
between access and briefings."
The Bush Administration had
been criticized for offering sPc-cial "issue briefings" for a fee,
but the Clinton Administration
had promised it would set a high-

er moral tone.
"They shouldn't be doing it,"
said Fred, Wertheimer, the president of Common Cause. "It's the
same thing the Republicans did
with Bush. You're holding up the
notion that you're selling access
to the president and the cabinet

and officials, depending on how
much money you're prepared to
give."

•

Money raised from the event
would go to candidates around
the country, not just to the
president.

**REUSE THE NEWS
"
•
low RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER. is -

* ANNIVERSARY SALE *
WHOLE HOUSE
SALE!

12

Silo Min

3 Bedrooms, Living Room & Hall,
Up to 70 Sq. Yds. of Carpet & Pad
4

Many colors of $48900
sculptured to
choose from

OR
Choose from $64900
Plush, Hi Low or
Track Less
A Heavier Carpet

OR
With this group you $
7
00
99
can have a Monsanto
Trackless or a great
Monsanto Saxony

OR
Step up to a dense 699900
Mansanto that is 9
designed for
heavy traffic

*

Sales tax or Installation is not included. No
other promotion, coupons or discounts can
be accepted. Price is for up to 70 yds. of
carpet & 7/16 pad.

LARGEST STOCK OF
FIRST QUALITY CARPET
IN THIS AREA
SUBJECT TO PRESENT
STOCK—NO ORDERS.
HURRY FOR BEST SELECTION!
Prices Good At Both
Locations With A
Combined Stock Of
Over 2,000 Rolls
Of Carpet
Flawed Carpet Tiles, Do A 12x 12
Room From 515w. Yes, Only

NEW SHIPMENT OF AREA RUGS *

Make Your Home "A Cut Above" With Our 100% Wool
Hand Made Area Rugs From India.

753-6050
ANS. sour Woodmen representative
bow our Fleuhle Jnd Single Premium
Deterred Annuiti plan,
Rober1 Duncan
Woodmen Bldg.
7534050
3rd &Maple, kkiffBy

mL Woodmen
"' of the World
i lc Insurance Socich

"All Area Rugs On Sale Now!"
Puryear, TN
Hwy 641 - Just out of Hazel, Ky
in TN, or 14 mi North of Pans, Tn
901-498-8963
Mon -Fn 8-5 pm
Sat 95 pm

Clarksville, TN
127 Terminal Rd
across kw Governor's Mall behind Wendy's
615-552-8787
Mon -Fri. 9-7 p.m.
Sat 9-5 pm

Ilornor OM.• Omaha

Goodyear
1 B
Ingersoll Rand................. 3.39/5+3/1

US

US 1-3 $2S and up ba
US 2-3 31I5* Is
I..,, SILIM

TIMING IS
EVERYTHING
V‘oodmen,fleuhlc

Court Square
Federal-Slab Mortal News Write Moy 25, 1953 Keetacky Pardon Ara Hog abriel Report Include 3
Buy*Modes Rectiphe Act MO,FM.31111 Barrows& GM'
sleody Sows stody to 11111 brew
t47 011-47.50
US 1-2 23112SO bd
44t110-44511
US 1.2 214434 be
Si
_Sm
US 2-3 Z3O-21111 bd
bs-S4L311-44.91
3012711
3-4
US
Sows
US 1-2 271/49 be

NEW YORK (AP) — President
Clinton decided not to take part
in a S15,000-a-couple breakfastand-weekend after repoaters
began inquiring about it, a newspaper reported.
The Democratic Party had
hoped the June weekend event,
which included a breakfast with
Clinton, would draw big spenders, including corporate donors.
But the White House said Monday Clinton would not take part,
The New York Times reported in
Tuesday's editions.
The Times said the withdrawal
was announced after a reporter
inquired about the event, which
-also includes a buffet dinner with
White House Chief of Staff Mack
McLarty and several briefings
with senior administration
officials.
It quoted a Democratic Party
spokeswoman as saying the
breakfast was abandoned to avoid
the appearance of impropriety.
White House Press Secretary
Dee Dee Myers, asked about the
report Monday night, said she
knew nothing about the fundraiser.
Catherine Moore, the spokeswoman for the Democratic
National Committee, told the
Times: "I don't think that in any
way, shape or form that we are
selling access to this president or
the administration at all."
"We're a political party that
has to raise funds," Moore said.
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Get
the Big Fix
Mortgage for

$
Are you worned that your acluntable rate mortgagc is III (.11 I \
in one direction—up' Then get it fixed. Finance or refinance is ith .1
.ill
long term fixed rate mortgage loan fnwn Republic
long term Big Fix Mortgage has absolutely, poiaotti‘t.1%

'13,491

Cain's0
44A4t1
,
CalliNtNIOUT1+0006/41
e*only
M.
641
Wm.

NO POINTS,NO CLOSING COSTS,AND NO FEES!
You can't heat it—your rate is guaranteed. VOW month's N.mcrit,
are guaranteed. and it costs you abbolutely nothing
all Republic and get the Bog Fix

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
Benton kareir Hill
%la% field, l‘adf•

S27-1143
247-643
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EDUCATION
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff or the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).
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Family IV students at North Calloway Elemental-%
weather balloons after studying a unit weather.

Robertson Elementary students (from left) Saralyn Lander, Tyler
Harper and Chris Shine, received -outstanding award for their special contributions to Earth Day held April 22. The students are
pictured with their art teacher, Karl Flood.

.7a
411

launched

111111111

Nicki Jones, Kalista Cunningham, Tony Haskie, Allen Moore,
Bobby Long and Scott Lowe, fifth graders at East Calloway
Elementary, wrote and produced a play about Betsy Ross and the
making of a flag.

-

Annie Futrell, a student from Murray State Lniversity, ha‘e been
working with the fifth-grade classes in writing and making an
ABC Big Book for the library at Southwest Elementary.

Robertson Elementary second graders took part in Japanese Fish
Printing with Sandra Cantrell's student teacher, Karmel Stewart.
as a part—Of an art -activity utrite-studying -fish.

For St. Patrick's Day, Primary 2 and 3 students in Mar) Janice
Cooper's class at East Calloway Elementary did measuring activities using potatoes. One activity was to measure each other's
- length.
Calloway County Middle School TNT-7 students took a trip to
Mammoth Cave in conclusion with their study unit "Change."
This unit made students aware of past and future changes in our
earth. -.
Richard Gidcumb. from the Kentucky Division of Water and Safety. presented a program about safety to Pat NIcMullin's sixthgrade science class. Also pictured is Coley Wallis.

44
.1,

Keri Turner, Grant Orr, Lindsay Chamberlain, Emil) Thomas
and Bryan Westra, TNT students at Calloway County Middle
School. received the student of the week award during the month
of February.

John Williams, vice president of Peoples Bank, presents Account=
ing II Stock. an American eagle silver dollar, to market team
members for earning the most on their stock. Pictured from left:
Demetria Martin. Renee Hornbuckle, Kevin Farris, Todd Thomas,
Williams. Murray High teacher Sue Miller.

Fifth-grade students at Southwest Calloway Elementary ha‘e been
studying the Westward Expansion. They had to design a covered
wagon and decide what supplies they would need for the trip.
Rheamond Wright (front row left) shared items that would be
necessary for the trip west with Keith Wright. Mary Beard and
Matt Yezirski.

AIL

DON'T FORGET —
is the last edition of the
Education Page until the 1993-94 school
Today

year.
have a Great Summer

Contract Bridge
An Unusual Safety Play
lows low.
South dealer.
Mathematically,there is nodoubt
Both sides vulnerable.
that you should finesse — the-odds
NORTH
are almost 2-1 in favor of it. How•A 643
ever.in some circumstances,playing
V A Q 10
for the drop is preferable to taking
•S 5 2
the finesse — because of other con4 Q.1 9
siderations.
EAST
WEST
Here is such a case. You win
+85
•0.1
West's diamond lead with the king
•lS972
ti 6 5 3
and play a low trump lathe ace,West
•Q64 3
•.1 1097
producing the queen. You return •
•7 4 2
• 63
frump from dummy, East following
soim
low, and, ordinarily, you would fl•K 1097 2
the nine. Rut in this deal, you
/lease
4
•
should play the king. since you as•A K
sure the slam by doing so, while you
•A K 105
Jeopardize the slam by finessing
Th.. bidding
Leen suppose West shows out.
North East
South West
which means East now has a trump
Pans
3•
l'asa
1•
trick coming In that came, you next
6•
clod,your other diamond, phi,/ a club
ipening lead -- uick of diamonds
to the ink, and ruff dummy's last
I et's say, am an abstract propiwii
10-9-x x of ii diamond Then you run your clubs If
t ion. that you have
suit and dummy has Alia x and F.wit refuses to ruff. you put him on
your aim ix to win all the tricks in li.,e41 with iiCrump '1"hor forces him to
rct urn a heart 4,r hand you a ruff and
that suit

-rhea may am be

p.me

when .0u

but sup
lead low to the 1441•

opponent phis• .in
h.aior and when sau continue the
suit your right hand opponent 101
Tomorrow A al.
our left hand

diell ant

(:Dina up with the king of trumps
la ill guaranteed mairt% play that urn
Ire* 1. all iiihre hay tailors, instead
,.1 only the trump riliatrikut ion
reed to WM un

Jamie Coates (top). Mrs. Culpepper,.Jason Eaves. Robert Taylor.
Sammy Ingram and Dennis Brittain, Calloway Middle TNT students. visited !Vlammoth Cave and took Frozen Niagra tour as a
field study portion of their unit on change.

As a culmination of the thematic unit on space, Nancy Lovett's
class at North Calloway Elementary made space ships. Pictured
(front row from left) first-place winner John Carr. second placewinner Whitney Ragsdale. third-place winner Tara Brooks. Janessa Morton, (hack row left) Ryan Smith, %%vsley McPherson,
Jonathon Phillips.

4114'44.4s
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I mint s

hooks stith

st'irked on %latintiosh
their st irate teat her. %ins Row Pictured

%Willi' School stiolent

oder.'in and Ars in Burt ham. ho learned I.. use Olt
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Hospital expands
Shared Care hours
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is pleased to announce expanded
hours for its adult day program,
Shared Care. This special service
provides socializaoon for physically or mentally impaired older
adults.
Shared Care is now offering its
services on Tuesdays from 9(X)
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. in addition to its
rgular hours of 7:30 a.m. to 4.(X)
p.m., Monday, Wednesday and
Fnday.. Social worker Debbie Hill.
the Shared Care coordinator, can
also work out other hours for caregivers and their loved ones, as
needed.
Shared Care provides a safe,
tomfortable setung for older adults
where the) get well balanced meals,
supers ised 10C1:11 and recreatawval
activils and reminders to take their
daily meditations
I sated on the ground Iloiw of

the Weaks Community Center at
607 Poplar Street in Murray,Shared
Care is not only stimulating to the
older adult. It also provides respite
to the caregiver who needs some
time to take care of housework,
grocenes and other errands.
Shared Care uses a sliding fee
scale based on the older adult's
income and family stye
If the
participant lives with someone other
than a spouse, that family's income
does not affect the income evaluation.
Shared Care is funded in part a lib
Funds from the U.S Department of
Health and Human Services through
the Kentucky Camel for Human
Resources
If you we interested in enrolling a
Family member a Shared ('are or
have any questions about the pew ram, coma.t Dchhor Hill as 1502)
7S1.0S76
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Notice

AURORA Pizza Magic Genuine hand tossed pizza.
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
4 74 8 1 1 9
Tues
1-800 649 3804

ROGER Hudson Hauling
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply 753-4545

t4:44:170`ctr
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ALLIANCE
TRACTOR !BAUR TRAINING INTERS
UNIATION. T N

arnieloctimic

Personals
LONESOME -in -the Country Wanted Someone for companionship to
share my home I'm 69 and
would like female in her
60's I'm in the country,
quiet & peaceful Call me
after 6pm 436-2252
WOMAN looking for someone to move into my home
with me in Murray. For information and interview call
753-7211.

America's Second Car

Ug19Duckling
ffigiii=3;31
Locations Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Office: 753-6910
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Cars, Custom Vans, and

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 600)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. He Road, right on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 mile
01-q-14 TO THE PUBI

753-0466

fJO,J PROF 1

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

By Way of the
Grapevine
Antiques as Gifts
New selection of herb wreaths & swags, southwestern
afghans & more afghans, placation & napkins,copper,
pewter, lamps, graniteware, cow & apple kitchen
sccessones, silk geraniums & sunflowers. Come by for
the "unique" Mother's Day Gift!
( Gift certificates & Bridal Iterriritty
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed -Sat. 10 AM-11 PM Sun. 2-6 PM

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Calloway County Board of Education
will be participating in the Summer Peed
Service Program for children. MI children
will be served the same meal at no separnaii
charge regardless of Taos, color, national
origin,age,ass or handicap and there will be
no discrimination in the feed awvies.
If you behove you or any individual has boss
rbacriminaurri against in the lisiniamer Peed
Service Program, write le the liaseshoty of
Agriculture, Washington, D.C. MIK
llw Callaway County Baird sf Ho 1-ii
will spanner the Suatamor /and !sr*.
at BAST EL1LIWITAIRT
SCHOOL, Raw 11, ftliwq1110,
Kowasehy. 41571 how Am II, MI OD
I be usffad
Mew b. Ills
frau 11:15 aim.end MOWS.Leeds ea be
rem/ hem MN wad I.pus.

270 . .

Mobile Homes For Sale

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent

365

300

Business Rentals

420 -------------------Home Loan.

310

Want To Rent

430

Real Estate

320

_Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440

340

Houses For Rent

450

. Farms For Sale

Fr Rent or Lease

460

Haines For Sale

360 ..

For Sale Or Lease

Loto For Sale •

Position
Wanted

AVON sales, big money,
innovative technique, no inventory investment Free
kit
appointment
1-800-690-AVON

Ky 42071

8x13 STORAGE building or
a room $400 753 9908

CONSTRUCTION
SUPERINTENDENT
Scattered-site housing
program Excellent earnings potential Two years
construction experience required Degree preferred
Send resume to Superintendent. 3418 Lone Oak
Rd Paducah, Ky 42003 Or
call 502-554-3267

ABSOLUTELY Clean' Ex
perienced, dependable
cleaning service Home or
office References Call
436-2569

060

How
APPLICATIONS now being
accepted for exciting new
season with House of
Uoyd $500 kit, free starter
supplies & 2 fabulous catalogs to work with Send
name,address & telephone
number to Supervisor, PO
Box 252, Murray Ky
42071

CONSTRUCTION Co
needs office manager
Send resume with refer
ences to Resumes, PO
Box 543, Benton, Ky
42025
DANCERS, waitresses
$500 plus wkly 642-4297
after 6pm Doll House Hwy
79E, Paris, Tn
DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years, if you are not in
school. Call 753-9378 five
days a week between
8:00am-3:00pm. We are an
EOE. This project is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA_
EXPERIENCED Accounts
Payable Clerk needed for
local business office, fulltime position Send resume
to: PO Box 29, Murray, KY
42071.
FULL time employment in
optometrist office. Send resume to: PO Box 1040 Y,
Murray, Ky 42071,
GAME wardens, security,
maintenance, etc No exp
necessary. For info call
(219) 769-6649 EXT 7159,
8arn to 8pm, 7 days
LEAD carpenters. Experienced in all phases of
home building. References Wages commensurate with ability Send resume to PO Box 1040 D,
Murray, Ky 42071.
MANAGEMENT Opportunity. There are no limits as,to
how much money ygd-c,an
make or how high you can
go intq management with
this Fortune 500 Company
We've been in business
since 1919$ are are #1 in
our field After a minimum 2
week expense paid training
program, you can be on

your way to the top' We
oiler unlimited income pp
tonna, with guaranteed to
start Rapid advance
ments medical. dentel. dos
ability. Me benefits & acorn
piste remement package If
you're of legal age. bond
able. high sdsool graduals
or beast dependable &
dare le be great Cal ler an
MOMS* 7135313 ask lee
Say Duck Tun & Wed
any
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Instruction

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable & exper
ienced. references Call
Linda 759 9553
THE Maid Service- We wili
do all types of house clean
ing Anything you want
done, we will do We have
references Call anytime at
759-9727
WILL clean houses Have
references 753-8995
WILL clean houses rea
sortable rates. references
437-4064
WILL do house cleaning
Call Betty 474-2131 -leave
message

41(2,2£ G./Vatic:'1
ibca czczcSLd

CHEERLEADING
& GYMNASTICS
Clinic
Beginning June 1st.

753-0605
Gymnastics
Ages 3 yrs & Up

Jazz
Ages 6 yrs & Up

753-4647
Lyndia Cochran
120
Computers

COMPUTER 486 DX33
4MB ram. 128 mega byte
hard drive, SVGA monitor.
math co-processor. 2
CERTIFIED Nurses Assis floppy drives, keyboard.
tants will sit in homes pm & mouse, DOS 50, windows
weekends Reliable & ex 3 1 & much more Brand
Phone new call for more informaperienced
tion $1900 759-9080
753-7299
SEWING lobs wanted In
ducting formal Area(
753-1061

CLASSIFIED

BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating, Inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828
FRESH Kentucky Lake cat
fish Murray Bait Co
753-5693
HEAT pump 2 , ton
Trane nearly new See at
Randy Thornton Co or
phone 436 5018
KENMORE microwave &
oak cart Browning high
power 9mm new in box 753 2853 leave message
LET us make your clothes
alter and repair Uniforms
arid sportswear. rentals
gowns and tuxedos Ruth s
See arid Sew Country
Square. 1608-N -121 -Mut
ray 753 6981
LIMITED Editions prints by
Charles Frace signed &
numbered 753-6339
NINTENDO with NES 3
games & power glove Ask
for Jeb at 436 2135
SNAPPER riding mower
pull start, excellent condi
bort $400 firm 753-3704
WOLFF suntan beds
Sales service bulbs &
parts Financing available
-753-9-274

BILLING/OFFICE CLERK
West View Nursing Home is a superior
rated, 174 bed nursing facility/medicare
certified nursing facility affiliated with
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The billing clerk will be responsible for
filing medicare, medicaid, blue cross and
private insurance claims. This person will
work with collections and will perform
general bookkeeping and other office
duties.
The successful applicant must have a
high school diploma with previous bookkeeping experience and/or training. Computer experience is preferred.
West View offers a competitive salary
and benefits, including health and life
insurance and paid vacation and holidays.
Please send resume to:
N=
L
Office Manager
1909
P.O. Box
Murray, KY 42071
Wk-o\icx‘
EoE
m•im.••11,

lc&
Appliances
HOTPOINT 203 cubic 11
chest type freezer
753 8636

APARTMENT size sec
bon& sofa, folds out into
sleeper, gray/blue good
condition $275 obo
759-9080
COUCH and chair $150 for
both 489-2783
KING size waterbed one
second notation timnress,
lighted headboard with
stain glass and mirror pad
ded side rails, 6 drawers
under bed and massager
753-7531 after 5 30pm
QUEEN size waterbed
753 4510
QUEEN size waterbed with
bottom drawers & storage
Full headboard with mirror
$250 753 9665 or
898 3295

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

;IC

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of itle top wee
coreasnies including; Commensal General,CNA,Employers HOMO,ICH Pnnctin
1. Travelers, Unen WOWS
Niger1l,lipve you Ire beet
nies and Omits Fcv lop
OM Tea Service comiso

g=

Canr
Tony a TM.

WATERBED with nice
headboard & pedestal
drawers king size $200
obo entertainment center
$50 obo 753 0574

DEWS MOM ON
1109 Pogo, Awn
?MOM
CsonLMisl8uese.. Ao
mareee aim Mee %sem
U. O. laseney err
Vie ivy Nato*

Yard Sale $730 Prepaid
A '2.00 fee will be required to
make any changes to ad after
deadline.
320

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Apartments
For Flint

280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753-5209

mower;

- APPROX 20 20ft power
poles. new, $25va Must
be moved immediatley
436 5483

25e per word $5.00 minimum let
day. 51 per word per day for each
additional consecutive d_;.. $1.75
extra for shopper(1\ies. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

WEEK End Special must
see to believe. 1993 16x80
Gateway, only $19,900
Phone 527 1427 Gateway
Mobile Homes Inc Ben
ton Ky

CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns . and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray
USED lawn
354 6781

Reader Ads:

270
Farm
Equipment

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

OAKWOOD Studio is now
hiring for telephone sales
positions.Excellent pay,.
work from your home Cat7537050 and ask for Marina or Scott

$5.00 Column Ind)
Display Ada
40% Discount Ind Ran..
60% Discount 3rii Run
(All 1 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Bragg
St 75 per column lath emus for laesday(Shop
etre Glet4e4

MERCIRNOISE
Computers
120
13t)
For Sale Or Trade
. Want To Boy
140
i5u
Article. For Sale
155
. .... Appliances
160 ....
Horne Furrushings
165
.Antiques
170._
Vacuum Cleaners
180
Sawing Machines
195
Heavy Equipment
200...
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220 .
...... Musical
240 ..
Miscellaneous
2130
..TV. & Radio
31..0
Pots & Supplies

190

090

Help
Wanted

TUTORING available for
elementary age children
PARK Rangers Game On MSU campus $10 per
wardens, security. mainte hour Call 762 2458 any
nance. etc No exp neces time & leave message
sary For info call (219)
769 6649 EXT 7159 8am
Business
to 8pm 7 days
Opportunity
WANTED position(s) open
for part time church choir
director and-or church or- EXCELLENT business op
portunity with reputable na
ganist Send resume & re
tionwide company Part
ferences to Worship Corn
Call
mittee, First Christian time or full time
7pm-10pm
Church, 111 N 5th Murray 901 588 1091

Wanted

& Advisor. A true born
physic gifted from God
554-7904 call for
appointment

Mobile Homes For Rent

ANTIQUE & Art Pottery,
primitatives oak furniture &
hull McCoy.Roseville pot
tery 435-4327

I John T McCoy, am not
responsible for Linda K
McCoy's bills that she
makes from this date on

MRS. THERESA, Reader

REAL Es TATE SALES

I will sit with elderly nights,
experience and references
Call: 753 4590 for
'information

LOST Reward' Male cat
black with 2 white paws.
near Chestnut & 12th
Name Licky If found call
753-5018 or 492-8878

LOOKING for good 9 ball
players, 64 available slots,
sign up now to be assured
of slot Game date June 13
1st place $200+ 1st eight
places pay Call Break
Time Billiards, Dixieland
Shopping Center 759-9303
for information

280

00"

CONFEDERATE
$$$$$$MS, silver
$$$$$$$$$$, coins, proofsets stamps at Decades
Ago (Hazel), Bookrack
(Murray) We buy, appraise Christopher's
Coins 753-4161

025

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS

RANSPORIAIION
470
Motorcycles
480
Auto Services
485
Auto Parts
490 ................... ....... Used Cars
Vaiis
495
SOO
Used Trucks
Campers
510
520
Boats & Motors

Lost
And Found

Node.

REAL E:-;T.tTE RENT.tL

Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

050

020

1993 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standarized in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, Of your
insurance,
must pay has beim
increased to S676 in
1993.
For more information
call:
NlcCONNEILL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide 1.800455-4199
"our 31st year of service"

230
250
290
630

s

070 ............Domestic & Childcare

020

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

IL 511511- Its \111?1,1 I

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

Classified Ad Rates
Display Ads

Advertisers are requested to check the
tint insertion oftheir ads for any error
The Murray lodger & Time. vntl be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made_

753-1916

Friday 3 p.m
Saturday 10 a.m.
Monday 3 p.m.
Tuesday 3 p.m
... Wednesday 3 p.m.
Thursday 3 p.m.

•vo-v.

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:

PAGE 9

Sports
Equipment
1988 CLUBCAR with auto
matic charger • Batteries
2yrs old 753-2558 after
5pm

Firewood

285
Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
BEA,ITIFUL tra.ler lot on
Hwy 94E 9 miles Must be
very neat No pets
759 9708 night
MOBILE Home Village
$75 reo water furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

A FIREWOOD for sale
137 4667

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753-4109
2 1BR large apts with car
port water & garbage in
cluded 1 furnished 1 un
furnished $225'rim
753 7662
2BR 1', bath w d hookup
carport & deck $350 mo
$350 deposit 753 6266
437 4855
2814 apt, large rooms, very
near MSU for up to 4 stu
dents. washer, dryer
stove refrigerator turn
ished
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR apt near campus No
pets 753 5980
2BR apts spacious all
app-tiances 4nclu-dla.g. washer & dryer $450 me
753 4573
2BR duplex central ha
appliances furnished
Available now in Westwood
Subdivision Coleman RE
53 9898

Heating
And Cooling
C'fslE 7 5 ton gas heat
electric air.unit 753 1300
after 7prn 489 2116

2BR duplex, appliances
furnished. $395`mo plus
deposit No pets 753 1266
before 5pm

MID SOUTH Musicians
Network Get listed
receive a directory of area
2BR duplex 1411A Hill
musicians & technicians of
Business
wood Dr. $350imo
Rentals
all shapes & sizes (pros,:
759 4406
amateurs). Phone to: free
4 CAR clean up shop ot
brochure' (901) 642 0773
ice paved lot air
PIANO - tuning John 753 4509
Gottschalk 753 9600
FOR Rent Business Retail 2BR duplex Newly decor
or °Rice Space in S Side ated. kitchen furnished wid
hookup,3 blocks from cam
Shopping Center
Business
pus No pets $350 plus
753 4509 or 753 6612
Services
$100 deposit Available
June 1 753 2792
310
KEN TENN Investigations
Want
owner J B Wilburn specta
2BR near MSU Central
To Rent
lizing in criminal. civil
heat 8 air. available now.
domestic and insurance in
$300/mo, appliances 8
2BR farm house in country
vestigatioris 14 years law
lawn maintenance furn
Must have good heating
enforcement experience
,shed
Embassy Apts
source I have one infant 8
Bel Air Shopping Center
9898
pets Can not be more than 753
50 2 7 5 3 38 68
$300imo Please call 2BR Sherry Lane Estates
502 436 6099 Licensed in
762 3185 Mon Fri from New & very nice All ap
Kentucky and Tennessee
1 5pm
pliances furnished includ
ing washer & dryer cen
Mobile
tral ha, quiet neighbor
320
Homes For Sale
Coleman RE
hood
Apartments
753 9898
F01 Rent
1983 14•i•fl FLEET
WOOD Front kitchen large 1 2 3.4BR apts, furnished, 3BR unfurnished apt re
living room. 2br set up in very nice, some with frigerator and stove in
Coach Estates 759 4844 washer & dryer. near MSU
cluded Clean and nice
Close to campus $300 a
1989 14x 7
- 0 CONCORD No pets Also room for rent
month 753 7276
753
6111
753-1252
days
cathedral ceilings Jacuzzi
after
5pm
753
0606
carpet & vinyl extra nice
.DUPLEX available June 1
-7-5-3 9
- -9-5-9- 1 & tBR apt tor-rent, ne-a? '2br7 2 bath large uluset•
9am 5pm, afti.ir 6pm campus Call 759-9980
large living room, large di
rung area. lots of cabinets in
489 2068
1BR furnished apt Nice kitchen and utility 2 car
1990 FLEETWOOD 14x72 and clean, close to cam
carport with outside slot
2br, 2 bath garden tub pus $175 per month
age. washer, dryer, stove
custom oak cabinets like 753 7276refrigerator $425/mo plus
new Must sell, Come look,
deposit No pet5 753-7978
some
1BR
furnished
apt,
Make offer' 753 8428
after 5pm
utilities paid, close to uni
1993 CLAYTON 3br 16x80 versity & hospital Call
MUR CAL Apartments now
at $230 per mo 1993 Gate 753 8756 or 753-9101
accepting applications for
way 2br 14x60 at $180 per
1 2 and 3br apartments
mo 1993 Norris 2br 16x76 1BR 8 studio apt available,
Phone 759 4984 Equal
at$240 per mo 1993 Norris appliances furnished Cole
Housing Opportunity
2br 14x70 at $210 per mo man RE 753 9898

CLASSIFIED

1993 Lifestyle 3br 16ix80 at
$240 per mo 1993 Clayton
2br 16s70 at $190 per mo
1984 Liberty 2br 14x64 at
$150 per 'no 1983 Schutt
2br 14x60 at $160 per mo
All includes tax underpin"
mg a c & tree delivery
Gateway Mobile Homes
Wic Hwy 68 Benton Ky
527 1427
COMPLETE mobile home
services Phone and cable
installation Gallimore
759 1835
Electric
,_.•
CUMMINCiS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435 4027
LARGE selection of used
homes Dinkins Mobile
Norm's let Lake Nye 79E
P,e TN 1 800 642 4891

N1ETIIODIST
‘V,t

L

TAkCt MLKINIA

Immediate opening for Paramedic to
work full-time in Methodist Hospital of
McKenzie Emergency Medical Services. Applicants must be licensed in
Tennessee. Full benefits. If interested,
please contact:
Elaine Parish, EMT-R.N.
Methodist Hospital of McKenzie
945 N. Highland Drive
McKenzie, TN 38201
901-352-5344
E.O.E.

TAYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
NO DOWN PAYMENT

NEC Starks motor sales
437 444 Recoodsborlad
Amour p.nning air is kips

$1950
_
OVERSTOCKED on used
•
homes Plr.riq tt,is ad and
get 10
,
i of list ante dal
way Moth* Hamm Pu
11/ ioar
QUALITY h ernes los
ROW "mot No& 1060,oil yea ssulaysnson. as•
nag haw Made UN erne JO
gcs
waft. SW

Oto SoulOotoals Iddiprit
alltrat eitiatirti Sas. 4 ,
.400440a,o dam, dal and

or ea Mee Ina Ion natio

boalos bte
CLASSIFIED 'w
!lumina 111661411111111111
*wit

*en 101 hpe us
avio •44 411111

Ill

this
PT.MUM NOW 1101466.1160. New $
Dr lasek,ewer&'Molest. Wok home with)hill
hash' Ailsee, arearal heat • sir, vaulted
41weribiev, map. skyiight and many,
mem serseastie• MOWS hulk *a crawl epos

YLOR BUILDING
411ACORPORATION

ope almoa ammo Oro lin

114 31ST
Osuressi,

, sad Other

111.811MS•
Available

•

•

•

st
'

4

P.'
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TUESDAY, MAY 25, 1993

CLASSIFIEDS

..•

•
t

H oroscopes
WEDNESDAY. MAY 26. 1993
(For your personalized daily Jeane

•

AKC Pomeranian 10 week
old puppies Call 492-8749
leave message

NEW 2br duplex, central
h/a, appliances. carport,
$400/mo 1817 Ridgew
ood No pets 753-7457
NICE 2br duplex central
gas h/a.- stove. refrgeratot
& dishwasher furnished
Washer/dryer hook up lh
yrs old on North Wood Dr
$400/m0 plus deposit No
pets Days 753-1953.
nights 753-0870
NICE 2br duplex, central
h/a, satelitte, $375.1mo No
pets 753-7457
NICE 3br. stove & refrigera
tor furnished, carpet
throughout. central h/a
available May 1 $4501mo
plus deposit No pets 105
No 16th St Days 753-1953
Nights 753-0870
NOW available lbr turn
ished apt with paid utilities,
lease & deposit No pets
436-2755

HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lesdons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915
SWEET adorable kittens
long & short hair Variety of
colors wonderful pets $10
& up 753-9390

Now Open

DOG DAY
AFTERNOON
Dog Grooming
All Breeds, All Sizes
South Side Shopping Cr.

759-1768

NOW renting lbr apt.
$195/mo. 1608 College
Farm Rd Call 753-6716
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended. between 8arn- I 2noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1. 2 & 3 bedrooms. handicap accessible Equal Housing Opportunity Apply Hilldale Apts
or call
Hardin. Ky
502 437 4113
VERY spacious 2br, 2 bath
duplex Northwood Drive
appliances furnished. cen
tal air & gas heat $475/mo
1 month deposit 1 yr lease
No pets 753-2905

Union
Offered

15ACRES. shop, barn,
2000sq ft home, fenced,
scenic, extra nice
436-2105

974 VOLKSWAGON Van,
ebuiit engine under waranty for sate whole or
parts 435-4366.

Al lA ail wound mowing &
tree trimming & Ight hauling Call 436-2528 ask for
Mark

FOR Sale by Owner Brock
house, 3br. 2 car carport,
patio, gas h/a, in town,
clean, well maintained
Owner moving 759-4620

1987 DODGE Maxi Window Van,'front & rear air,
excedent condition, 97,000
miles, $4000 0150
382-2214

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl swing, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 436-2701

AlA p.sdscaping Spring
dean'Sp.'&Auk:lung, hauling, tree trimming & reAfter 5pm
moval
492-8254

HOME with income Six
rooms, 3br, 2 bath,
screened and carpeted patio, all electric built-in
kitchen, central hia Separate entrance to upstairs. 4
room and bath apt, newly
decorated for rental th
acre site, reduced to
$49900 759-1122
SPACIOUS 2 story, 4br
brick home on wooded lot in
quiet neighborhood Offered at $82,500
ML$114812 Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222

641
U Pick
Strawberries
Open 7:00 a.m.
Mon.-Sat.
provide picking
containers that you
take home.
We

50' lb.

1979 YAMAHA XS 1100,
40,XXX miles, 1 st-$500
753-1990
1985 HONDA 700 Magna,
12,500 miles, value $1575
sell for $1250 753-9786
1987 1400 SUZUKI Intruder. 3700 miles, excellent condition, lots of
chrome midnight blue Call
after 6pm 901-247-5737
1988 YAMAHA 225
4-wheeler, rebuilt engine.
new tires super See at
Keith s Lawn and Tractor
759 9831
1990 YAMAHA 80YZ
436-5598
1993 YAMAHA Blaster excellent condition. 437-4963
after 5pm

2 mi. South of Murray

NEAR MSU kitchen, living
room privileges, utilities
furnished Coleman RE753-9898

Houses
For Rent
1', STORY 3-4br house
with gas heat, large corner
lot 605 Sycamore
$400'm0 753-8767 or
753-2339
le

213R 1 bath 1 car garage
on 94W $300,mo $300
deposit central air & gas
heat 753-6633
3BDRM convenient location $500 mo lease required no pets 753-3293
3BR 1 bath at 501 S 9th
753 7027
3BR 2 bath decent neighborhood some new carpet
& vinyl 701 Broad Si.
$395 mo 753-8767 or
753 2339
NEAR Aurora 3br very secluded good condition
$250 mo. $400/security deposit & 1 yr lease references 442 5647

1983 GMC Mazda 4dr, a/c.
am/fm cassette, newly rebuilt motor with less than
3000 miles. $1250
753-9786

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

1985 NISSAN Maxima station wagon, sunmoon roof.
loaded, local owner,$4500
753-8096 after 5:30pm

RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey
Center
Bel Air
502-753 SOLD
1-800-369-5780
ROBERTS Realty Galloway, County's oldest and
most reliable real estate
agenCy For all your real
estate needs call them today at 753-1651 1 Sycamore and 12th St

Lots
For Sale

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759-4081

LOT with trees in Southwest Villa, size 100140'or
150x140 753 3488

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available 753 2905 for more
information

SOUTHWEST Murray 30
lots sewer gas electric
etc $117 000 terms
901 642-9321

10 FEEDER pigs
498 8669 after 5pm

Call

1953 OLDS 2dr nice Ford
Ranchero GT, one of last
built, nice 753-0790

157 ACRE farm in Tennessee, has both mature and
young forest Tenable
acreage in government set
aside program, provides
annual income of $5600 3
ponds and abundance of
MLSX4402
wildlife
$62,500 Call Joan at Kop
perud Realty 753-1222

For Rent
Or Lease

SHOP located at 406 Sun
bury Circle overhead
doors, gas heat Call
753 0839 or 436 2935
170
Livestock
& Supplies

1-225 ACRES 753 1300
after 7pm 489 2116
3 ACRE farm with new well
2 out buildings driveway
completely fenced camper
optional $10,000 Located
lust off Hwy 280 on old
Murray concord Rd
436-5744 or 436 2528

1985 DODGE 600 high
miles. looks and runs good.
air cruise and tilt, $1000
382-2214

1990 WHITE Gee Storm,
23.000 miles. sun roof,
spoiler and tape player.
$6500 Call 753-1772 see
at 1537 Spring Creek Dr
1991 GRAND Prix 42.XXX
miles, loaded, sharp, excellent condition 753-7814 after 6pm
1992 Dodge Daytona
Call
loaded 9,500
753-5350 after 5 pm
1992 PONTIAC Grand Am
Maroon. 4dr, atc, am/fm,
p'1, 30,000 miles, very
clean Must sell' $10.700
522-4393
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist,
Dixieland Center, I block
from MSU dorms
FOR sale or trade 1991
Mitshubishi Mirage Call
759 9535

CHECK
YOUR
AD

We will grind your feed to your need.
Delivery Available

Advertisers we requesieo
to check V* first insertion
of ads for any error The
Murray Ledger &Times will
be responsible for only
ONE INCORRECT INSERTION Any error should be
/amuse immediately so
corrections On be made.
CHECK YOUR AD carefairy and nobly The Classified Advertising D'artment immediately in case
of an error

Hwy 299 (Near 299 & 464 Intersection)
Kirksey, KY

753-1916

REGISTERED Appaloosa
and' Quarter horses for
sale Call 753-6491 after
5prn

Used
Trucks

1969 CHEVY pickup, new
350 engine. $1200
435-4036
1991 MAZDA 82200, one
owner 753-2615
1991 NISSAN 4-wheel
drive, extended cab, white
753-8313.
1992 GMC, Sonoma,
loaded. V-6, 5sp,low miles
Call before 2pm 753-2783

510
Campers
1965 DODGE motorhome,
fully equipped, 52,XXX
miles, excellent condition,
$4500 neg No trades
474-0115
28FT Georgie Boy motor
home, real sharp, one
owner, 18,XXX miles
753-2967

14FT V-bottom, Polar
Kraft, $225 753-2953

Al, AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal. mowing Free estimates
759-1683
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
ALPHA Builders- Carpentry, remodeling, porches.
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance. etc Free estimates
489-2303

HAVE a small job no one
wants to do? We do minor
repair work Carpenter
work, electric, plumbing,
lawn work. some tree work,
hedge trimming, cleaning &
cutting of rence rows, light
hauling & other small jobs
Robert Prescott 753-9504
INBOARD & outboard Mar
toe Repair Service calls
502-436-5792
K B ASSOCIATES General construction, remodeling garages. decks, patios.
intenor trim 753-0834

KITCHEN CABINET RE
COVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain for
mica all colors Free esti
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse, mates Wultf s Recovery
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- Murray 436 5560
BOBBY
perience
LAWN mowing service InHOPPER, 436-5848
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

sured Coleman Benefiel
phone 759-4564
LAWN SERVICE Been
mowing my lawn for 25yrs
would like to mow yours
now 759-4489

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING Spring cleaning' Call
us for a free estimate
753-5827

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

BLACK top sealer Need
sealer on your driveway'
Robert Prescott 753-9504

MOBILE home roof coating Call Robert Prescott
753-9504

KIRKSEY SWEET
FEED MILL

(502) 489-2515

MOODY'S mower repair
TODAY'S CHILDREN still he d‘ MIMIC lcasters, starting in the sand Pick up and delivery
The are painfull frank at times. ultra-dissreet on ii her 01..C.1,1011S.
bus.
16- FOUR Winns 1989, BOB'S Plumbing Repair, 753-5668
on them to he generous to a fault with lii ii friends. Althoiq.2.11 these
Count
Model 160 Freedom, Cobra Service All work guaranMOWER repair Same day
buss Geminis ma he late for parties. thes are prompt tor business ilk-s tings
753-1134 or
30 Litre, like new Call teed
service, 7 days week Most
he still readtl, engage in ottit:e politics \1/4 hen it sUlls their purposes.
Chris 436-2292
436-5832
repairs at your home Fachosts, the also like to Iris el. The are sen% curious about the st.1
Genial
experi18FT Bass Boat 150hp BRYON'S LAWN SER- tory trained. 15 yrs
IRe.
people
'other
motor, fully rigged, like VICE Professional lawn ence 502-753-5299
new, $7000 901-642-3954 care -and maintance Free
•4•1•,•,,
•
I • `'• l• • • •
MULCH, pick up loads
estimates 753-4591
after 5pm
!,'‘
Murray 436-5560
Si.
(•
k • ,•11,1 \I \I t I
or
large
hogging
BUSH
I
\
PLUMBING repairman 4:
1975 ASTROGLASS,40hp
small 753 7457
Johnson, trailer, new tire
same day service Call
492-8749
436-5255
CARPET and vinyl installa
Beb
1978 15FT Hustler Bass bon and repairs Glen
REFINISHING stripping
.,
•
*re es".
Boat, fiberglass. 65hp ber 759-1247
custom woodworking
Johnson, trolling motor, CARPET Cleaning Free 753-8056
113r.
trailer, depth finder, one estimates First time conAll
types
Roofing
RICK'S
owner, good condition. sumer 5% discount Call
of roofs and repairs Tor
$2650 753-2975 days call Phil 759-1896
chon modified and rubber
for Chuck, 924-5887
CHIN Chim Chimney for mobile homes 17 years
nights
Sweeps has 10% senior experience guaranteed
1982 HARRIS tote boat. citizen discounts We sell work Free estimates
70hp Evinrude. one owner, chimney caps and screens
phone 502 437-4559
excellent condition. 435-4191
ROCKY COLSON Home
382-2358 after 5:30.
Repair Roofing siding
1986 BARETTA Ski Boat,
painting plumbing concustom
COUNTERTOPS.
16'/, ft, 140hp Mercruiser,
crete Free estimates Call
All pwr., plus heads up display, AM/FM
offices
trailers
Homes,
I/O, walk thru front, top,
CD w/eq., pwr. sunroof, remote entry,
Recovery. Murray 474-2307
Wulff's
spare prop, low hours, dark
control air,compass,driver inforclimate
436-5560
repair
machine
SEWING
brown & tan, excellent concenter, twilight sentinals, only
Barnhill
mation
dition, $4750 436-5610
CUNNINGHAM S Heating Kenneth
753-2674
miles.
9,xxic
Service Cam
1988 176 FT ProCraft Fish and Cooling
plete installation and ser- SHEETROCK finishing,
n' Ski Boat, 115hp Yamaha
vice
Call Gary at textured ceilings Larry
engine, trolling motor. low
759-4754
Chnsman 492-8742
hours, garage kept, $9000
firm Phone 753-0954
CUSTOM bulldozing and SUREWAY Tree & Stump
backhoe work, septic sys- Removal Insured with full
28FT Hams flote boat ponSalespeople - Jim Suiter, Bob Harrington, John Purdom, Tripp
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm
line of equipment Free estoon, 90hp Evinrude motor,
Purdom, Janice Asbridge
new deck & carpet, excel- D & L Mowing Service Free timates Day or night,
753-5315
1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass
lent condition $7500 estimates responsible. 753-5484
753-3742 after 5pm
mature & dependable Call THE Gutter Co Seamless
anytime for fast results aluminum gutters variety
SHORELANDER trailer,
rates for steady of colors Licensed. ineasy on adjusts to 20' new Special
customers 436-6080. sured Estimate available_
condition $500 or take
759-4690
trade r v or electric out- 753-0370
board 436-2946
DRYWALL, finishing, re- VCR-NINTENDO REPAIR
pairs, additions and blow- Wood VCR Service Center
ing ceilings 753-4761
cleaning servicing $15

igke'

•

Inc.
Motors•,Cadillac
Purdom• Pontiac
• Buick
Oldsmobile

A IR Di

EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing new construction,
additions, blown ceilings
435-4036

1 A A-1 Hauling, tree trim
ming, tree removal, clean
ing out sheds, attics. & odd
FORREST Construction
lobs Free estimates
Remodeling additions re436-2102 Luke Lamb
pair, countertops and gen1A Al town'country yard eral carpentry 753-9688
mowing, landscaping tree 15 years experience
trimming, tree removal
GENERAL Repair plumb
light hauling Free estiing roofing tree work
Tim Lamb
mates
436-2642
436-2528

most repairs $35 New location Route 1, Almo
Open 9-12 1-5, Mon -Fri ,
753-0530
WILL mow lawns, trim or
remove trees & do light
hauling Reasonable rates
Call 753-2772 ask for
Donnie

C UMW ISTailla CASON T1
C MON 4140C0W0W5NIC

Al Types ON

Custom WOodworkIns.;
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• • 'lc by I ••
•••••
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Frigidaire
Undercounter Dishwasher

CLASSIFIED

YARD
SALE
SEASON

iT
Frigidaire

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale
3 Times and SAVE

Model
SO13-100PW

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions

7.50
'12.50
'15.00

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
()ERR"

$25 900

1993 Pontiac Bonneville SSE

Ads must be paid in advance. A '2.00 fre will be I
required to make any changes to ad after deadline.

•

in an encounter Vk 1111 a ,stranger.
our
ohserser N,s ill show admiration for
/home life and on still see the beau actions,
sour
( EMI'Si
1 L.•
Wit all. A nestlose could ,
I \la\ 21 -June 2111: The
mound ol still
OW- true lose
world takes on a ro..s hue. You sas S.
piling up.' Stan L'hipping \% .
brilliant things to others and hear
AQUAKIILS Ilan. 211-Feb IS:
comforting words in return. Both a
e for a fun -filled and tans dill
Sins
turn
will
work project and romance
skis. a 101 Ot hose and luck is headed
out to sour 14,11111.
CANCER (June 21 -Jul221: >our ss a>. Put an limos at iscplan
into action. Go ss ith the floss itour
Me pace at work accelerates. You
social plans change.
to
go-power
and
hase the brains
\I.ir h 2111.
PISCES i I-eL.
trasel e‘tra tar. Some dieser shop
an ailing
help
ill
‘‘
chat
candid
to
Dress
set.
all
talk and ou are
alliance. Speak tr,ym the heall and
impress it attending a busmess conboth of ou still feel mu Ii better.
terence.
Follov, through on a hold idea and
1.1u1 23-Aug. 221: It is
could make a bundle.
sou
greater
Show
down.
time to settle

411111111111.11111111111111111111,1

•••

340

500

1993 FORD Ranger XLT,
loaded, call 489-2544

4170

1979 FLH Harley Davidson, electric glide, low
miles 489-2617

330
Rooms
For Rent

yams

liontiss
Camel

Motorcycles

STRAWBERRIES, Walace's U-pick. $ 60/qt Ordered berries. $1 25icit
Open all day Tues. Thur. &
Sat. 7am--7 Mon. Wed, &
Fn. 4pm-7pm Sundays
1-5pm 753-0195 To order
berries, 753-2047

130

530

495

4

Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call I -900-9t48-778K. Your phone company will hill you 95
cents a minute.,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE interest in sour work. Those v, ho
NEXT YEAR OF 'YOUR LIFE! keep bouncing around will miss
important opportunities for financial
YOU still he drawn to creanse peoand personal growth.
ple and they to you. Rejoice! These
VIRGO iAug. 23-Sept. 22):
new relationships can he helpful in
Your popularit grows, thanks to
adsancing your ideas. You feel
sour high itif) profile. Beware of
more enthusiastic than eser. Asoid
scattering sour energies too widely. flatterers. Rels on people who hase
Cladren and their parents find that prosed their lo)alt). Valuable
resources Or funds flow our SS :IS
greater independence works well for
LIBRA iSept. 23-Oct. 221:
that
thread
the
both parties. Lose is
Again. count all costs and make cerstill knit siblings together again.
sour
Trasel is a necessity. not a !usury.. tain sou get good salue for
late in 19)3. Earls in 1994. cut cermone- Pns ate %clung `tans sour
tloss tug. (Use romance a
cream
tain ties to the past.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON helping hand.
23-NOS. 21r
SCORPIO
THIS DATE: singer Stole Nicks,
You .ire of I and running toss arse lieS•
actress Genie Franci).. singer Pegg
aChleS elnetlis arid i011111Clis.nlons.
Lee. astronaut Sally Ride.
Employ mem gains stem front hold
19r
ARIES I larch
thinking. Show the lose in sour
Stress is in the air. Touchy feelings
Fle los ed.
heart and on ss
surface. Your sunn‘ attitude turns
SAGITTARIUS No\
trots ns upside down and brings the
211: coiy alliance has you feeling
opposition around. Tonight. a chat
optimistic. lucre is .1 Ssondertui ta p.
gilt's just right.
pun ‘titi call build on. Ilandshakes.
TAURUS (April 20- \la\ 21)):
.thes bring
hugs, a shared secret
Jealouss could get in the ssa of
r. DcL..
ie\
tfR
e)
ti ig(
sou closer i(
progress toda>. Trust our intuition

Friday 3
Monday Edition
Saturday 10
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3
Friday Edition
Thursday 3
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1918 or come by

rray Ledger & Times
Claasiflod Department

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Only $248
•POwerful 2-level Wash
•4 Cycles - from Heavy Soil to Rinse
'Energy-saving Air Dry Option
'Fully-extendable, Easy to Load Racks
•Availabie in white

&

Dry

00 DAYS SAME AS CASH
ASI1
44„eri`
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Today in History
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Looking Liack

Ten years ago
Today is Tuesday, May 25, the 145th day of 1993. There are 220
In
the
Primary
election, Martha
days left in the year.
Laync
Collins
was
elected goverin
History:
Highlight
Today's
nor;
Steve
Bcshcar,
lieutenant
air
in
America's
worst
domestic
died
people
275
1979,
May
25,
On
disaster when an American Airlines DC-10 crashed at Chicago's governor; Greg Higdon, state
senator; Drexel! Davis, secretary
O'Hare airport.
of state; Alice McDonald, superOn this date:
In 1946, Transjordan (now Jordan) became a kingdom as it pro- intendent of public instruction;
William A. (Bill) Bailey, railroad
claimed its new monarch. King Abdullah lbn
commissioner;
Dr. C.C. Lowry,
putting
toward
work
to
nation
the
asked
Kennedy
President
In 1961,
Mac Fitts, Steve Sammons, L.D.
a man on the moon by the end of the decade.
Miller, John Ed Scott, Ruby
In .1963. 30 years ago. the -,Organization of African Unity was
Hale,
Howard Koenen, Keith
Ethiopia.
Ababa,
Addis
founded. in
Hays,
E.B.
Howton, DAvid Hill,
Jefferson
In 1968, 25 years ago, the Gateway Arch, part of the
Marshall
Jones
and Loyd Arnold,
raina
in
dedicated
National Expansion Memorial in St. Louis, was
Murray. City council.
H.
Hubert
President
Vice
by
over
ceremony
presided
soaked
William C. Adams Sr., James
Humphrey.
W.
Brandon, Mildred Gcurin,
cos"Spiderman"
a
Goodwin,
wearing
In 1981,.daredevil Daniel
Norette Hill, Jane McDaniel,
hours..
7V2
Tower
in
Sears
Chicago's
of
outside
the
scaled
tume.
Estelle McDougal. James H:
In 1985, more than 11,000 people were killed as a hurricane and
Miller, Betty Poole, Elizabeth
tidal wave devastated Bangladesh.
Outland
and James West are 10
"Hands
in
participated
Americans
million
7
estimated
In 1986, an
physical
plant, food service and
attention
Across America," forming a line across the country to bring
clerical
employees
at Murray
homeless.
and
hungry
to and raise money for the nation's
State University planning to
miliU.S.
a
Schaufelberger,
Albert
Cmdr.
Navy.
-Lt.
ago:
Ten years
tary attache in San Salvador, was slain by-the guerrilla group FMLN.
"The Return of the Jedi," the third installment of George Lucas'
"Star Wars" movie trilogy, opened nationwide.
DEAR ABBY: I have written to
Five years ago: President Reagan departed the White House on a
trip to the Soviet Union and a superpower summit with Mikhail S. you several times to tell you how I
feel about houseguests. but none of
Gorbachev.
One year ago: Career U.S. diplomat Philip Habib, who had helped my letters were printed; however,
now that you have asked your readarrange the Camp David summit and led the American delegation at ers how they deal with the houseage
at
France.
Puligny-Montrachet,
died
in
talks,
the Vietnam peace
guest problem. I'm writing again.
72. Jay Leno made his debut as permanent host of NBC's "Tonight
I cannot stand having houseShow," succeeding Johnny Carson.
guests — or being a houseguest! My
Today's Birthdays: Lyricist Hal David is 72. Author Robert Ludlum husband and his relatives are
is 66. Former opera singer Beverly Sills is 64. Former White House aware of this, but they continue to
news secretary Ron Ncssen is 59. Country singer-songwriter Tom T. ignore the fact. This has caused
many a rift in our marriage.
Hall is 57. Country singer Jessi Colter is 50. Actress-singer Leslie
I am not a terrible person; I just
Uggams is 50. Actress Karen Valentine is 46. Actress Connie Sellecca know my limitations. People under- is 38.
foot, messing up my house and robFried- bing me of my privacy, is very
Thought for Today: "A historian is a'prophet in reverse."
stressful to me. I have gotten physirich von Schlegel. German diplomat and writer (1772-1829).
•

mite as fo June 30.
Twenty years ago
Van Waugh was named as
"Jaycee of the Year" at the annual awards banquet of MurrayCalloway County Jaycees held at
Triangle Inn.
Sabrina Tucker, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Tucker and
senior at Calloway County High
School, won third place in Citizenship Essay Contest, spunsoicd
by Kentucky District of Civitan
International.
Larry Lockhart of Murray High
School and Dan Cossey of Calloway County High School were
presented. S300 scholarships by
Murray Optimist Club.
Marea Gail Furches and Lanny
Joe Turner were married April 20
at the Furches home.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis W. Craig
married for 50 years on May 25.

Thirty years ago
The Wilkins Construction of
Calvert City was the low bidder
on May 22 on a flood water
retarding structure in West Fork
Clarks River Watershed Project,
according to Brown C. Tucker,
contracting officer.
'Johnny Rose, Nick Terhune,
Steve McCoy and Jimmy Ellis
are new officers of Hi-Y Club of
Murray High School
Murray Chief of Police Burman Parker urges all persons to
purchase their business privilege
licenses and city auto stickers
before June .1.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Morgan Hill, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil J. Ross and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Dunn.
Forty years ago
The daily Vacation Bible

DEAR FED UP: Another
cally sick knowing I had to deal
reader shares your opinion
with houseguests.
My husband is welcome to visit about houseguests, but he clearhis relatives as much as he wants. ly states his rules and regulabut I have told him repeatedly. tions. Read on:
"Leave me out of itr I have never
DEAR MIRY: My wife and I live
liked my in-laws or most of my husband's relatives because they never in San.Francisco and own a large
liked me, and they have made no Victorian house on Guerrero Street,
which many relatives and out-ofsecret of the fact.
I say, the quickest way to lose a town friends find irresistible to
friend or make an enemy is to have visit.
After many arguments over who
to live with him. Remember that old
saying. "Friends and relatives in shall be our houseguests and how
your house are like fish: After three long they can stay, we finally made
some rules. These are our criteria:
days, they stink!"
Ill We insist on advance notice of
FED UP IN OHIO
at least two weeks. No ringing the

BLONDIE

"
.. —
At40 sr& oury.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

JC
orTEr

CALVIN and HOBBES
Ma), I SEE_ MAT %vim_

A CASUAL OBSERVER MIGHT
EVEN Mtk1PJSE 11-IE 1-$140
BUT IF `100 40TICE HERE

tilttiliTS CAR GO FI
A Stli6LE CAR.

11-lE COLORS ARE LESS
ltlTTtE ANV

EXPLOStoN, MURDER. OR
PAT KRSGIOL

17E0PLE
ARE WI.TE

I.

VAM 5E7
'
RR \A'
“0,4y

'5,04 T1-16
yi VA.NrocrE
,.- .k_01)0Rkrit•
co)ANIERCkkL.

Dr. Gott

‘i

Bs

THE SUITS THAT INFLATE
10 OWE THE ILLUSION of
A RUST ARE OVER THERE!!

Sorg UNIQUE FEATURE??

LEAVE IT TO THE SWIMWEAR
INDUSTRY TO FIND A WAY TO
HUMILIATE ME BEFORE I EVEN
GET TO THE DRESSING ROOM

(No! GO AWRY I DON'T
NEED HELP! I KNOW
LOOKiN6 FOR!

"Well, lemme think.... You've stumped

Most
folks only wanna know how to go the other way."
me, son.

Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER o FOR WORSE

1 Bounce
4 Actors' forte
9 Very
irritated
12 Shoemaker's
tool
13 Build
14 Guido's high
note
15 Slumber
17 Shoves;
pushes
19 Region
21 Away
22 Interpose
between
parties
25 Candle
29 Stern ID
30 Bozo,for one
32 Colony of
bees
33 Beast of
burden
35 — preview
37 Bird's beak
38 Encounter

GARFIELD
YOU PONT &ET
OUTSIDE ENOUGH,
GARFIELD
13 CLICK
0 CLICK
CLICK

CLICK I
CLICK
CLICK
CLICK

CLICK
-

VAV16 5-25

PEANUTS

MERE'S THE WORLD LUI4AT'5'NIS? A FUNNY
FAMOUS ATTORNEY LOOKING DOG DRESSED
ON WS WAY TO
U? LIKE AN ATTORNEY!
WASIIINfiTON TO
TAKE MIS SEAT ON
Suritimi COW ..

..01616.
••'to
4

'TUE LAW 15
EVERMORE THE
LEADER IN

SOCIETY'
,
4

Peter II. Gott. M.D.

DEAR DR. (iDTT 1 stiller from
shortness of breath and a rough I ;an
concerned I might have emphysema
since my father died HI il I had put
monary function tests. which my doe
for said were normal. so I
undiT
stand why I continue to sutler as I do
Further. my TB test came up posit is
and I've been advised I could be a ear
rier. Should I be concerned"
-

CATHY
SOME SPECIAL NEW SIVLE ??

prise you."
12t We have a limit of three days.
and only once a year. please.
(31 Two people maximum each
stay.
(41 Guests must be independent:
willing to rent a car, or take a sightseeing bus if they want a tour of the
city. .
(51 Guests must eat what we eat.
If they have special needs. they
should bring or buy their own food.
(61 They must be comfortable
with two cockatiel birds in the
house and three rabbits in our garden.
(7, We have no maid service
here. Guests must make their own
beds and clean up their own messes.
Abby, these rules have worked
fine for us. We have lost no friends.
and we got rid of a lot of freeloaders
and inconsiderate slobs. You may
use my name if you want to.
FRANZ J. SOEHNGEN

-

4.1

rSOmETHIN& (ME?? ON,
NO! NO
I AN NELP
THANKS!
LAI FIND?

doorbell with suitcases in hand.
saying, "Hello! We wanted to sur-

DEAR FRANZ J. SOEHNGEN: There's nothing like being
up-front and stating one's
houseguest rules in advance.
Bravo!
DEAR ABBY: In regards to mispronounced names: Our family
name is "Venema," and for some
reason, very few people get it right;
so first, I spell it — then I say,"Venema — it rhymes with enema." It
usually gets a chuckle, but they
always remember it.
A MINNESOTA VENEMA

:

LOOK HOBBES.
THIS NORLII IS
KIND OF LIKE
TV.

Schools at four Murray churches
began today with almost 600
enrollment reported.
The Rev. L.V. Henson of Benton was speaker at services at
Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Sarah Ann Lyons and Donald
Glen Edwards were married May
16 at Corinth, Miss.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Juston Hughes,
May- 14; a girl 4.0--M-Fa4441-44-Fii:-William McDougal. May IS; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Liman Lee
Powell and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Hampton Boggess. May 15; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ross, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Harley_Robertson and a girl to Mr. and Mrs._
Clifton Coleman, May 16; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Hobert Underwood, May IS; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Volney Brien and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Moser. May
19.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics

'1isk

PAGE 11

40 Went astray
42 Greek letter
43 Standard of
excellence
45 Female
prophet
47 Fish eggs
49 ignore
50 Passages
through

mountain
54 Piece of
burning coat
57 Beverage
58 Shuts noisily
60 &Ammer: Fr.
61 Shea
Stadium
occupant
62 Susan —

Answer to Previous Puzzle
r-T1 APACE
AGO
---,--AM'
L 121 OR
END
UPROAR
TISSUE
PISA
EL
BENT
ORT
ALAS

1:1 L A
ENTERTElial
AA
FRA
LIRE
SO
STRIMGLED
B

rim

TEL
EAT COES
WHAT
SS
TERETE
OREGON
HOE
ALONE
ABA
EDS
BLESS
BIG
5-25 re' 1993 United Feature Syndicate

James
63 Lloyd, to
Beau Bridges

4
5
6
7

Revokes
Reed ID
Permit
Reverberation
8 Walk
pompously
9 Legal matter

10 In music.
high
11 Existed
DOWN
16 Actor
1 Possesses
Roberts
2 Night bird
18 Mormon
3 Supplicate
State
20 Make
amends
22 "— Vice"
1
2
3
10
11
4
5
6
7
8
9
23 Ancient
chariot
12
13
24 Pitchers
1UU 26 Transfix
27 Smoothes
15
ki
"
lill
28 Pichire
punkt
•
Id
ill
21
31 The nostrils
34 Diocese
illi
m
iliiilil
ilillha 36 Sharpest
iii
39 Mountain
lake
hi
41 "Flower Song',
ill
hill
44 Clayey earth
46 Receded
AS — Jomm Of

WI

il dUU
ill
WI WI
ill hi•
WIUUUill WIU•NIdUU $1SO KM M WM?
ill•II WI
WdUSIII il
did 53 onsiativ
II• WI
iai
iii
WI
dUU
111MM WOO

SS Greek 14114N
54 Crwii•on
Se -0 linkup

DEAR HEADE R• Shortness nt
breath always indicates a problem
that should be investigated This
problem may stein from the heart. the
lungs or other body organs.
and metabolic disturbances can also
cause breathlessness You need a
series-of-blood festt-andnations to determine the Cause (.1
your symptoms.
I am especially worried about your
positive test tor tuberculosis, a seri
ous bacterial lung infection that is
once again on the rise, after Maln
years of relative obscurity. Although
your TB test may simply indicate that
you had a past infection which you
overcame, you need more evaluation
- such as a special sputum culture
to make sure the inleetion is not

active.
Tuberculosis can also altect the
heart covering. leading to alibi- ult.%
breathing, even if the lung involve
ment is minimal TB _IN treated ss it It
antjbirdics Your Inormal.
function tests seem to rule OW
emphysema as a cause oil your Koh
lem
Therefore. I believe your doctor Is
obligated to look further It he needs
assistance, he should call on a pill
monary specialist to help plan the
tests and treatment that von need
Don't delay in seeking medical alien
tion.
Because you are concerned about
emphysema. which is a common
health problem among the elderly and
in smokers. I am sending you a tree
copy of my Health Report "laving
With Chronic Lung Disease Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1.25 plus a long, self addressed.
this 2433.
stamped envelope to P
New York. NY 1011fu3 Be sure to men
lion the title.
DEAR DR GOTT I've been on
estrogen Provera therapy for ts
years, and I am developing seborrheic
dermatitis on my scalp Are the estop
gen and Provers contributing to the
problem or is this development 'inn.
lated.
DEAR REAM.It i.hiorrhea is a
a
conmum skin disorder 'hal
rash evecialk on I hi, s4
11.11.
dandruff Ii
It is ni it 11•11•Ills related I..
Iherap *oh
hormone• in
tact ii is mon. common in nwn
You should by /bic to clear up y1/III
•ehlirrhl'a hs using Sel•un lhIu,- or
Head and ShouldErs shampoo It this

therap5 is

oigeit

ineIllectnir sec a &Tolstoi
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Mrs. Margie J. Garland

Reggie Shultz

atg.

A & A AUTO
RENTAL

Obituaries

.• ,
1

The funeral for Reggie Shultz
will be today at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home.
David Gossum will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jimmy
Shultz, Micah Smith, Corey Foster, Jason Clark, Dennis Toon,
Randall Youngblood, Stanley
Davis, Bobby Thomas, Bill
Bruce, Mike Boyd and Chucky
Breedlove, active; Waylon Hicks,
Norman Foy, Keith McClure,
Rusty Osborne and Richard Wiggins, honorary.
Burial will follow in Seay
Cemetery. Mr. Shultz, 42, of 306 South
16th St., Murray, died Saturday
at 10 a.m. at Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.

Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Kelly Clymer and husband, Richard. Mayfield; two
sons, Todd Shultz and wife, Jane,
Rt. 1, Farmington, and Billy
Shultz, Lynnville; his mother and
stepfather, Faye Bomar Wilson
and Goebel Wilson, Rt. I, Sedalia; four sisters, Mrs. Connie Faye
Smith and Ws.. Janice Clark and
husband, Randy, Lynnville, and
Mrs. Melissa Shultz and husband,
William Glen, and Mrs. Lisa
Forester and husband, Tommy.
Mayfield; one brother, Darrell
_Shultz and wife, Doris, Lynnville; his grandmother, Mrs. Myra
Bomar, Paris, Tenn.; three grandchildren, Becky Shultz, Michael
Shultz and Keifer Clymer.

Mrs. Phyllis E. Nance
Graveside rites for Mrs. Phyllis
Edwards Nance are today at 2
p.m. at New Concord Cemetery.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoc is
officiating.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Nance..84, Chicago, Ill.,
formerly of New Concord, died

Friday at 7 p.m. at her home. Her
husband, Edward S. Nance, died
Nov. 15, 1950.
Survivors include three sistersin-law, Mrs. Sally Livcsay, Murray, Mrs. Doris Nance, Naperville, Ill., and Mrs. Ellen Edwards,
Chicago, Ill.; several nieces and
nephews.

Rudell Clark
Funeral rites for Rude!! Clark
were Monday at 1 p.m. Boone
Funeral Home, Evansville, Ind.,
was in charge of funeral and burial arrangements.
Mr. Clark_77_. of Evansville.
Ind., formerly of Calloway County, died Thursday at 10:30 p.m. at
Mclburn Hospital, Evansville.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Josie Clark; one son, Ronnie
Clark, Evansville; two stepdaughters; three grandchildren; three
stcpgrandchildren; one sister,
Mrs. Louise Hale and husband,

Owen, Rt. 6, Murray; one
brother, William Terrell Clark,
Evansville: several nieces and
nephews.

for Mrs. Marjorie M.
Puls Offhaus were Monday at II
a.m. at St. Nicodemus Lutheran
Church, Marilla. Burial was in
Maple Rest Cemetery there.
Kenneth Howe Funeral Home,
Inc., 64 Maple St., East Aurora,
N.Y., was in charge of
arrangements.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take the
form of donations to a favorite
charity.
Mrs. Offhaus of Marilla, N.Y.,
died suddenly on Thursday. Her
husband, Leonard J. Offhaus, preceded her in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Dolores I. Holzschuh
and husband, Richard, and Mrs.
Dorothy M. Reichert and husband, John Jr.; one son, Thomas
L. Offhaus and wife, Annette; 13
grandchildren; 26 greatgrandchildren.
Services

The funeral for Mrs. Ruby C.
Hargis is today at 2:30 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Henry Hargis and
John Dale will officiate. The
song service is by singers from
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Pallbearers are Tommy Ernestberm, Gene Ernstberger, Billy
Hargis, Tom Hargis, Rick Hargis
and Chad Hargis, active; Earl
Steele, Johnny Miller, Edgar
Rowland, Charles Olree, James
Thurmond, Gary Evans, Robert
Henderson and Gene McDougal,
honorary.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mrs. Hargis, 87, of 1205 Poplar St., Murray, died Monday at
3:37 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Survivors include her husband,
Frank Hargis; one daughter, Mrs.

pl.»)YAI

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC. cad
Visa-MC-Discover

Survivors include three sisters,
Mrs. Sue Hamlin and husband,
Richard, and Mrs. Odell Bynum,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Wanda Jean
Parker, New Concord, 3 tiro
in-law, Joe D. Garland and wife
Donna, Rt. 2, Murray.

Rain Master* 3 installs up to 60% faster and offers more than
-7"-r
any other conventional gutter system.:--A

'
Specifically designed
one-person installation

CURB THE URGE
TO *ON
ACROSS.

'
Integral leaf guard and dnp
edge eliminate expensive,
add-on components

Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 N. 12th St.
(502) 753-1492

The Kentucky
Network

SUBSCRIBE

xxxxx_oraNvi5S5wMia

11
C

Come in and let our building
materials experts design
your gutter installation.

t

:
e0,

Duckhead* Shorts

Fantastic Swimwear
by Forest Clue& Tommy Hilfigee

'1995

'1995

Starting At..

Cross Creek'Knits
A Fantastic Golf Shirt!
• Guaranteed To Take One
Stroke Off Your Game or
Well Give You '5"!

Plus... More In The Store!!
Seigfriedi&Knights3

Sportshirts • Poly/Cotton

Side Elastic & Regular Waist

Knit Tops

Button Downs & Spread Collars

Lots of Great Colors

icvo'areas

NOW

'1995

4.ee

'1995

ve

95
$19

GoIC

Rainhkstsc
I

,
71111.1.12

Concrete
Splash Blocks

$5.49

each

Concrete
•
Mix

$1 499 ,
Mailbox Posts

pta
,K14,
oeis'"n

Pre-cut treated pine is ready to
assemble Sturdy 3'/2"x31/2"x80'

80 Lb Bag $2.39

MYERS:ft.

k

Sale Good Thru Saturday, May 29th.

3

-Flat guner installs easity, folds
up and snaps in place

OntuF21.

Marion Elkins and husband,'
Edwin, Murray; one son, Bobby
S. Hargis and wife, Eleanor,
Franklin, Tenn.; eight grandchildren, Lesa Kutchyik, Rick Hargis, Gina Newbum, Chad Hargis.
Georgia Turner, Francie Stubblefield, Edwina Rogers and Kristy
Maness; 14 great-granchildren.
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Single Owner Care - 3 Bedrooms - 2 Baths - Neutral
Colors - Can add up to 84
acres.
Dial Century 21
For Your Showing

East Main St.
753-4461

Reg 27"

Cash & Car

A Sense of Harmony

Holland Motor Sales

6/2/93

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
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•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean. Dependable Cars
eCall Us For Rates
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dent of Rt. 1, Almo, died Sunday
at 3:38 p.m. at Hopkinsville. Het
husband, Alton Garland, died
March 29, 1989.

Mrs. Ruby C. Hargis

MYERS

Open Mon-Fri 7.5 Sat 8-12

Mrs. Marjorie
M. Offhaus

Services for Mrs. Margie J.
Garland are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward
Roberts is officiating.
Pallbearers are Lewis Garland,
Keith Hamlin, Joe Pat Thweatt,
Joe D. Hopkins, David Durham
and Marcus Hargrove.
Burial will follow in Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Garland, 69, former resi-
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Union Bay's
Denim Shorts

95

All B.U.M.* Tops
and Shorts
Jean Shorts
Lots of Colors!

AMERICA'S #1 BRAND AT SALE PRICES!

EACH!
oh.

Union Bay°
Casual Tops
Boss* & Pepe'
T-Shirts
Tag Raga & Never
Legal* Shorts and
T•Shirts
a.

MEE

The FS 30 trinuner. rated #1 by
a leading consumer magazine.
has all the strength and
t•• durability you expect from
a Stilil-built trimmer

so
so
so

•

Its the pnce of the year
on the rugged 09L chain saw.
Perfect for cutting firewood.
limbing and trimming

The versatile BG 72 blower
Handy for cleaning sidewalk,
porches truck beds garden
gutters and other
. hard-to-reach places

WE'VE GOT THE SHORTS!
Ruff Hewn', Chaps', Tommy Hiffigee, Alexander Julian'

WE'VE GOT THE TOPS!
Boston Trader*, Ruff Hewn', ('hap?; Tommy Hilfigee & More

WE'VE GOT IT!!

STIHL

20% off Boy's Department

Worth more because
-ftdoesmore.

Orange

rAg Spet

Murray Home 6 Auto

CORN AUST1N®
Downtown • Murray
919419111194

Open Nightly
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